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Abstract
In this thesis we examine the magnetic properties of 1-dimensional antiferromagnetic
spin chains theoretically and we discuss the difficulties associated with obtaining ex-
act solutions for the energy levels of these systems. The theoretical description for
the magnetic interactions in these systems is based on the Heisenberg Hamiltonian.
We explore the implementation of approximation techniques, such as density-matrix
renormalization groups, to obtain approximate solutions for the energy levels. In
addition, we examine the use of irreducible tensor operators to take advantage of
symmetry in order to reduce the dimension of the resulting Hamiltonian matrix rep-
resentions, to obtain exact solutions for the energy levels. We use the "Ferric Wheel",
[Fe(OMe)2(O 2CCH2Cl)]1o, a molecule which exhibits antiferromagnetic spin cou-
pling and which has been extensively studied, as a reference point to verify our the-
oretical predictions. Finally, we describe an alternative approach for obtaining exact
solutions by means of translational-symmetry groups. This new method allows us to
obtain the exact solutions for the lowest-lying energy levels of the Ferric Wheel for
the first time.
Thesis Supervisor: Robert Silbey
Title: Professor of Chemistry
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The development of successful synthetic techniques for the production of large clusters
of metal ions has spurred increasing interest in the study of the magnetic properties
of these materials [1, 13, 17, 20, 8]. The compounds containing iron(III) are notably
important, partly because iron oxide minerals with extended structures abound in
nature [18, 21, 22, 10], but largely due to the importance of, and the extensive study
performed on, the iron-storage protein Ferritin [18, 23, 5, 25]. In animals, plants, and
bacteria, Ferritin is responsible for the storage of iron atoms as octahedral iron(III)
ions connected by oxo bridges. It can store up to 4500 iron atoms [7, 23, 16]. In a
more general sense, these systems are important because they provide a new avenue
by which quantum mechanical predictions can be tested and because of the inter-
esting magnetic properties they exhibit [1, 12, 4, 14, 24, 11]. For example, some of
them are paramagnetic while others are superparamagnetic, ferromagnetic or antifer-
romagnetic.
Although considerable progress has been achieved in developing synthetic meth-
ods, the same is not true in the advancement of theoretical models for the understand-
ing of the thermodynamic properties of these compounds. The main reason for this
sluggishness is the fact that clusters with even a small number of magnetic centers
result in a very large number of quantum mechanical states. For instance, a system
comprised of 8 spin 5/2 iron atoms results in 68 or 1, 679, 616 possible states. Even
when point group symmetry and irreducible tensor operators have been used to take
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advantage of the symmetric properties of the system, in order to reduce the dimen-
sions of the resulting Hamiltonian matrices, only rings of up to 8 spin 5/2 atoms have
been succesfully handled, and it has been with considerable effort [7]. The present
research develops a theoretical approach that can help in describing the magnetic
properties of these materials at low temperatures. We are interested in obtaining the
few lowest energy levels because at low temperatures these are the only states that
are populated, and consequently, only these states determine the low-temperature
thermodynamic properties of the system. At high temperatures, a description of the
magnetic properties of these compounds based on a classical approach yields satis-
factory results [19].
The "Ferric Wheel" [Fe(OMe)2 (O2CCH2Cl)]10 , synthesized by Kingsley Taft [18]
in 1990 as part of his thesis project, provides an excellent reference point against which
we can compare our theoretical predictions. It is essentially a one-dimensional struc-
ture, at least with respect to its magnetic centers. It is also highly symmetric. These
two features render it an ideal molecule for the study of magnetism in one-dimensional
systems and for the comparison of the magnetic properties of large clusters with those
of linear chains.
The organization of the thesis is as follows: Chapter 1 consists of 3 parts, (1) a
brief discussion of the classical treatment employed in order to determined the ther-
modynamic properties of linear chains of interacting atoms with nearest-neighbor,
isototropic Heisenberg coupling, (2) a description of the most important and relevant
features of the Ferric Wheel, and (3) a discussion of the experimental data gathered
for this molecule. It will be seen that the classical treatment yields analytical formulae
for the free energy, magnetic susceptibility and spin correlation functions. Chapter 2
describes the density-matrix formulation of quantum renormalization groups devel-
oped by Steven R. White. Quantum renormalization groups are used in order to
obtain approximate solutions to the energy levels and eigenfunctions of quantum sys-
tems consisting of a large number of quantum states. The implementation of this
procedure, however, did not yield satisfactory solutions since the errors associated
with the calculated energy levels for spin 5/2 open-chain systems turned out to be
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very large. Chapter 3 explains how exact results for simple chain systems were ob-
tained and presents a brief discussion of irreducible tensor operators (ITO). By means
of the ITO formalism, it is possible to take advantage of the symmetric properties of
the system, and thereby considerably reduce the dimensions of the resulting Hamil-
tonian matrices. Nevertheless, it was not feasible to implement the ITO formalism in
order to obtain exact solution for the energy levels of the Ferric Wheel because such
implementation turned out to be too complicated to be easily generalized for com-
putation. Finally, chapter 4 describes a new approach, developed by us and which is
based on translational-symmetry groups, which allowed for the exact energy levels of
the Ferric Wheel to be calculated for the first time. This new method is elegant and
simple, and the calculated energy levels are in perfect agreement with the observed
experimental data gathered by Taft for the Ferric Wheel.
1.1 Classical Description of One-Dimensional Mag-
netic Arrays
The Heisenberg Hamiltonian plays a central role in the quantum mechanical descrip-
tion of magnetism because it has been used as the basis for many theoretical studies.
The Hamiltonian for a system of N magnetic atoms in the presence of an external




The first term in this expression represents the interaction of the magnetic atoms
among themselves while the second term represents the interaction of the magnetic
atoms with the applied field. Sf, SY and Si are the components of the spin vector
Si of the ith atom. If only nearest-neighbor interactions are kept, then pure Ising
coupling is obtained by setting J- = 0; setting J- = J. produces the Hamiltonian
for spatially isotropic Heisenberg coupling; setting J. = 0 produces the XY-model.
1Present analysis is based on the work of Michael Fisher [9].
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Exact solutions for this model for 2 or 3 dimensional systems have been obtained
only for S = . plane (2 dimensional) square lattices Ising model (J' = 0 ) with
nearest-neighbor interactions. This is the famous Onsager solution.
Motivated by the fact that in some crystals the dominant spin interactions oc-
cur only between atoms arranged in a linear chain, Fisher [9] decided to study the
one-dimensional linear chain systems of interacting magnetic atoms. He found that a
classical treatment, in which spin quantization is absent, of the linear chain with pure
isotropic Heisenberg coupling with nearest-neighbor interactions in zero field yields
analytical solutions for the thermodynamic properties of the system, such as specific
heat, free energy, magnetic susceptibility, etc.
The Hamiltonian for an open linear chain of (N +1) atoms of spin S with nearest-
neighbor isotropic interaction in the presence of a magnetic field H can be written
as
N N
W =- -2Js 1 Si - Sj_1 - gsPBE H -Sj, (1.2)
i=1 i=0
which follows from (1.1) if one sets Jl = J' - 2J, and only nearest-neighbor inter-
actions are taken into account.
In the case of ferromagnetic coupling, J > 0 , the ground state for the system is
achieved when all the spins are aligned parallel to each other in the same direction
as the applied field, and its energy is given by
EO = -2NJsS 2 - (N +1)gsPBSH. (1.3)
In order to be able to treat the system classically (S -> oo), Fisher introduced
the unit vector operators si = Sj/S with commutation relations
s s. - s s = Iis. (1.4)
It can be seen that in the classical limit (S - oc) these operators commute, as
they should,
lim [sx s - si's] = 0. (1.5)S--+00
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Further, Fisher defined
2J, S 2 =J and gS = 1g,
so that eq. (1.2) becomes the classical Hamiltonian
N N
W = - J Si1 - 1gP1BZ H si,
i=1 i=0
with ferromagnetic ground state energy
E = -iNJ - (N +1)zg BH.











I dQN exp N[K Esi
where K = 1 J and dQj is the element of solid angle for the vector si. If we let Oi
be the angle between the unit vectors si and si-1, and si is taken as the polar axis,





4- exp [KE cos(02 )]. (1.10)
The integrals can now be separated to give




exp (K cos 02) sin OZd~idej,47r
which is the same as 2
N 7r








2 f 47 =1 and f 7t=-
(1.12)
so that
ZN(K) = [(sinhK)/K]N. (1.13)
1.1.1 Thermodynamic Quantities
Direct mathematical manipulations of the partition function allows us to find expres-
sions for the thermodynamic propeties of the system.
free energy per spin in zero field can be obtained from
Z - e(-F)
For example, the Helmholtz
(1.14)
Therefore,
FN ln sinh K - In K.
NkT





















It has the high-temperature expansion
UN - K K +
-NJ 3 45
(-1 )f2 2fl 2n±*
+ 22.BnK2n-1+-(2n)!I
(1.18)




For the specific heat we have
CN _ UN )CN T J y (1.20)
and therefore,
C
= I - 2
Nk sinh K
(1.21)
1.1.2 Magnetic Susceptibility and Spin Correlation Func-
tions






where (szsJ) corresponds to the spin correlation functions which are computed as
follows:
Define a spin-pair correlation function by
WN,i i*) Si+
= 3(sisi~)
3Z- 1  dQo
47
dQN
47wi + exp [-Q'-{si}].
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-1 + 2T- 2 eJ/kT - - 2 J/kT
J
3 See Appendix A for this derivation.
(1.23)
K 2
(I > 0) may be factored as before, and the same is true
for j < i since these integrals are not affected by the extra factors s' and sf+. Let us
take so as defining the z axis4 and let us set i to zero without any loss of generality.
This gives
(iK )'
sinh K J dQo4w
1-1
exp [K ]cos j]
j=1
Cos E6 did0- X
r Q 1  47r
dQ14w cos E, exp [K cos 0]
The angles 00 and 0, are polar angles referred to the z axis. By means of geometrical
considerations it can be shown that
cos 0, = cos _1-1 cos 01 + sin 1 sin 01 cos 0 1. (1.25)
The second term in this expression vanishes upon integration since f6 cos #1do, = 0.
Plugging the first term into eq. (1.24), we get
j dQ, COS 81-1 X
4wr
1-1 dQ,
exp [K E cos OU 4w cos 01 exp [K cos 01].
j=1
(1.26)






1 4w COS 6-2 X4-r
cos Oj] J 1cos0,1exp[KcosO 1i] x






4 Therefore, f d cos =1





which is the same as
WN(l) = WN(l - 1)u(K), (1.28)
where
K f o 1 SOeKcosi
u (K) = s sin d coth K - . (1.29)
- sinh K 2 K
If we take into account that wN(0) = (si s) = 1 and we iterate eq. (1.28), the
correlation function can then be written as
1 1
(ss+ 1 ) = -WN (1) [u(K)]'I. (1.30)3 3
Since Ju(K)I < 1 , the spin correlation functions decay exponetially with distance
along the chain. Also, the short range order wN(1) = u(K) is directly proportional
to the magnetic internal energy, as should be expected.
Plugging the newly derived expression for the spin correlation function in eq. (1.22),
we obtain
N N-i
XN(12kT/1)t, 1  (1.31)
i=O l=-i
where j = I + i was used. This expression can be written in closed form5 as
xN~~k/gI~ ± (1 +u) 1--uN+1
XN g2/_2p ) = (N 1) - 2u 1 , (1.32)(12kI B 'N 1)(1 - U) (I - U)2
where u = u(K) is given by eq. (1.29.) For large N this expression reduces to
Ng 2 i 1 +u(K)
XN(T)- B ~T1-uK (1.33)12kT I - u(K)'
Let us examine now the low-temperature expression for the susceptibility of clas-
sical ferromagnets and antiferromagnets. For ferromagnetic coupling6 (J > 0),
lim u(K) = 1 - 2kT (1.34)
T-O J
5See Appendix A for the derivation of the magnetic susceptibility in closed form.
6See Appendix A for the low-temperature expansion of u(K).
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(1.35)XFerro(T) = g 1B 2kT Ng 2  .Pl2kT 1 -(-2T) 12kT 2
The magnetic susceptibility of a classical ferromagnet diverges as at T = 0.
For antiferromagnetic coupling (J < 0),
2 kT
Tim u(K) = 1, (1.36)
so that
1 + u(K) = 1 - 1 + 2kT/IJI = 2kT/JI,
and
1 - u(K) =1 1 - 2kT/fJ = 2 (1 - 2kT/|JI).
Hence, the low-temperature expansion for the magnetic susceptibility of an antifer-
romagnet is
(Nl2kT
12|JI (( 2kT/ J|2(1 - kT/IJI) J1 - k
AB (1 + kT/ J
121JI
T/|J|)
+ (kT/J )2 +
The classical antiferromagnetic susceptibility is finite at T =
121JI. It reaches a maximum at
(1.37)
0 with a value of









Closed chains are handled in a similar manner as open chains, except that ring closure
must be taken into account. In this section, we follow Joyce's treatment of the classical
Heisenberg model with cyclic boundary conditions [15].
We impose the periodic boundary conditions sN+1 s so that
-- o E_ ( =2Jsisi+1)
e 2J(s, -s2) e # 2 J(s2-S3) ... e2J(sN'sl)
SK cos 12 K cos 0 2 3  K COS O 1.N1
where K = 2#J.
Now
.1 00
eKcOs012 - )2 Z(2f 1)1+. (K) Pf (cos 012 )
=0
= At(K) PF (cos 012) (2f + 1), (1.41)
where II+.(x) are modified Bessel functions of the first kind, and P(cos Oij) are
Legendre functions given by
Pe(cos0 3)= S Y- Y (1.42)(2 f + 1) m-- . O 0 iMA j
Therefore,
e- [5 At, (K) (2f, + 1) P 1 cos 012] [5 (K) (2f2 + 1) P 2 cos 023] ...
f1=0 f2=0
x [ 5 AfN(K) (2fN + 1) PN COS ON11
- [5AL1 (K) 47r Y* nmj(01i1) Yi m(02 02)] -
fi1=0 m1=--ij
+fN
x [E AN (K)47r E NMN (ON ON) NMN (101
fN=O MNz-fN
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When we integrate over 01 and #1, we get f = £N and mi = mN by the orthogonality
property of the spherical harmonic functions. Similarly, integration over 02 and q2
yields 4, = f2 and m, = M 2 , and so forth. So that the partition function can be
written as
ZN jdQo dQj dN e-0f4-7r f4 -r 41r
= Z f (K)
f mn
(2f + I)AN (K). (1.43)
Note: if it had not been a ring, but rather an open chain, the last term in e--'7 would
have been absent, and so the integral over 01 and #1 would yield f= 0, mi = 0 and
the partition function would have been
ZN AN(K), (1.44)
with
Ao = 1 (K) = (1.45)2 K K
as Fisher found!
Also,
A = coshK - (1.46)K .K.
sinh K 
- 3 {13A2 = K K K1 icothK K). (147)
In general, A (K) is given by
At(K) = K'(d/K dK)t(sinh K)/K. (1.48)
The zero-field magnetic susceptibility is found to be 7
7 Consult Joyce's [15] paper for this derivation.
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M2 =N I + [ (2f + 1)Af (K)]--l(A2T N 
_
x2Z"o+1 [At(K)A+1 (K) - At+I(K)AtN(K)
x2 ((f + 1) , (1.49)
_=O .t++1(K) - At(K)
where m =gpB-
1.2 The Ferric Wheel8
The Ferric Wheel (*) is a 20 member ring consisting of 10 ferric ions linked by 20 bridg-
ing methoxide and 10 bridging chloroacetate ligands. This molecule has idealized D5d
symmetry, and the iron atoms lie in an approximately coplanar arrangement coordi-
nated in an octahedral manner by 6 oxygen donor atoms (fig. 1-1).
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Figure 1-1: Taft et al. The Ferric Wheel.
The magnetic properties of (*) were investigated by Taft et al.[18], and attempts
were made in order to understand its magnetic behavior in the presence of an applied
8Present analysis is based on the work of Kingsley Taft [18].
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magnetic field. It was found that the molar magnetic susceptibility of (*), measured
at 3 KG, exhibits a temperature dependence typical of antiferromagnetic exchange
coupling. It reaches a maximum at around 65 K. Below this temperature it decreases
rapidly to zero, and above this temperature it decreases towards zero, but more slowly.
A discontinuity is observed at about 5 K. The nature of this discontinuity is not very
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Figure 1-2: Taft et al. Experimentally determined magnetic susceptibility for the
Ferric Wheel (open circles). Dashed line corresponds to a classical antiferromagnetic
Heisenberg chain, and solid line corresponds to a quantum-mechanical fit utilizing
the lowest-lying energy states of the 8 member antiferromagnetic closed chain.
A classical treatment of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian for a chain of antiferromag-
netically coupled spin 5/2 with nearest-neighbor interaction was used in an attempt
to reproduce the temperature dependence of the magnetic susceptibility. A coupling
constant J of approximately 10 cm 1 with g = 2.0 was obtained by quantitative least
square fitting the susceptibility data of (*). This treatment satisfactorily reproduces
the susceptibility temperature dependence down to 50 K. However, the magnetic sus-
ceptibility deviates considerably at lower temperatures. (See fig. 1-2.) In particular,
the molar susceptibility does not apprach zero as the temperature approaches zero.
This is because spin quantization is absent in the classical treatment. In general, the
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classical treatment only works well if J/kT is not too large.
Solving the quantum mechanical eigenvalue problem for this system is a formidable
task. The molecule can have spin states with integer values that range from 0 to 25,
which yields a total number of 610 = 60,466,176 magnetic spin states. Even assuming
isotropic nearest-neighbor exchange interaction given by9
N-I
7-S = J - Si+1 + JSI - SN,
i=1
(1.50)
and point group symmmetry and irreducible tensor operators were used to calculate
the energy levels, only rings of up to 8 spin 5/2 were able to be treated. Since it was
observed that the reduced susceptibility versus reduced temperature of the 4, 6 and 8
member rings appear to converge rapidly (fig. 1-3), Taft et al.[18] concluded that the
calculated magnetic susceptibility curve for the 8 member ring could be extrapolated
to obtain the corresponding magnetic susceptibilty curve for the 10 member ring and
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Figure 1-3: Taft et al. Closed-chain spin 5/2 systems. Reduced susceptibility versus
reduced temperature for a 4 member ring (dotted line), 6 member ring (dashed line),
and 8 member ring (solid line).
9Second term in this expression takes into account ring closure.
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Using this procedure, an interaction constant J of 9.6 cm- 1 with g = 2.0 was ob-
tained. Although this treatment worked well for the higher temperature susceptibility,
it was unable to reproduce the plateau observed at 5 K. Other models employed,
such as Hamiltonians with next nearest-neighbor interactions or with alternating ex-
change constants, were unable to account for the discontinuity observed at 5 K. Taft
suggested that it might be caused by "an impurity, possibly a diiron(III) complex, or
[by] intercluster coupling along the direction of the stacks of (*) in the crystal lattice.
An impurity would be consistent with small diffferences observed in the susceptibility
for this temperature regime for several different samples."
Magnetization measurements conducted at 4.2 and 0.6 K in applied fields of
up to 20 T indicate that, at 4.2 K, the magnetization increases smoothly with no
sign of saturation, but at 0.6 K, the magnetization increases in a stepwise fashion
(fig. 1-4 and fig. 1-5). The magnetization data at 0.6 K shows that from zero to 4 T,
the magnetization is very small, which is consistent with an S = 0 state. However,
as the applied magnetic field is increased further, the magnetization rapidly increases
to about 2 PB, corresponding to an S = 1 state. At about 9.2 T, the magnetization
increases to 4PB in agreement with an S = 2 state. Increasing the applied field even
further produces net magnetizations that are consistent with spin states with total
spin S = 3 and 4. In another experiment reported by Gatteschi et al.[11] , where the
highest magnetic field achievable under the experimental set up was 42 T, spin states
with total spin S = 1, 2, 3, .. ., 9 were observed.
The different magnetic behaviors can be accounted for if one examines the lowest
lying energy states of (*). These energy levels were calculated approximately by Taft
et al.[18] using the calculated exchange constant for the molecule obtained from the
energy levels of the eight member closed-chain system, and are plotted in figure 1-6
for total spin S = 0 to 4 and with E < 100 cm- 1.
The stepwise increase in the magnetization observed at 0.6 K is a direct conse-
quence of Zeeman splitting of the energy levels with the applied magnetic field. The
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Figure 1-4: Taft et al. Reduced magnetization versus applied field measured at 4.2 K.
Wint = -M -H, (1.51)
where M is the spin magnetic moment for the system and H is the applied magnetic
field. The spin magnetic moment is given by
M = g-yS, (1.52)
where g is a constant called the g-factor. The g-factor is equal to 1 if the magnetic
moment is due to the orbital angular momentum of the electrons, and it is approxi-
mately equal to 2 if the magnetic moment is due to the spin angular momentum of
the electrons. S is just the spin angular momentum, and -y = A is a constant called
the gyromagnetic ratio.
Let us take the direction of the applied magnetic field to be along the z axis. We
can then write eq. (1.51) as
Wint = -gySH = -gyhMH = YPBHM, (1.53)
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Figure 1-5: Taft et al. Reduced magnetization versus applied field measured at 0.6 K.
The fact that S, = Mh was used. M is the magnetic spin quantum number (the
projection of the total spin angular momentum onto the z axis). Every spin state
of total spin angular momentum S possesses 2S + 1 degenerate states with magnetic
quantum numbers M = -S, -S + 1, -S + 2,... , S - 1, S. The applied field induces
a change in the energy of the spin states by different amounts given by eq. (1.53).
Therefore, it can be seen that the crossover of higher spin multiplets at higher applied
fields is responsible for the stepwise increase in the magnetization as the decrease in
energy leads to new ground states (fig. 1-7).
At 0.6 K and zero applied field, the state IS = 0, M = 0) is the ground state
and the only state thermally populated. As the applied field is increased, a magnetic
subcomponent of the first excited state with nonzero spin, the 11, -1) state, decreases
in energy by -gPBH, and it becomes the ground state at approximately 4.6 T. The
10,0) and 1, - 1) have the same energy when the following relation is satisfied:
HU,1 - E(1) - E(0) (1.54)
9gB
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Figure 1-6: Taft et al. Lowest-lying spin states of the Ferric Wheel calculated using
the energy levels of the 8 member ring.
expression
Hss+1  E(S + 1) - E(S) (1.55)
9PB
is satisfied. The expected saturation magnetization value for the new ground state
1, - 1) is 2 PB. This is in agreement with the observed magnetization of (*) at this
applied field. As the applied field increases, the state 12, - 2) decreases in energy
at a faster rate than the 1, - 1) state, - 2 gPB vs. -gpiB; it eventually crosses the
11, - 1) state and becomes the new ground state. The expected saturation value for
the magnetization of the 12, - 2) state is 4 PB, which again agrees with the observed
magnetization. The subcomponents of higher IS, - S) spin states are affected in a
similar manner.
The stepwise increase in the magnetization is not observed at 4.2 K because at
this temperature several of the excited spin states are populated and they contribute










Figure 1-7: Taft et al.
Wheel.
Crossover diagram for the first 4 spin states of the Ferric
It was found that the difference between Hs,s+1 and Hs- 1,s is approximately
constant. Therefore, we can write
Hs+1 ,s = (S + 1)H 1 ,o =E(S1) -E(S)
91IB
(1.56)








- -(S + 2)(S + 1) - (S+1)(S),2 2
and10 hence, we can express E(S) as






31A I .= -3)
or
'
0P is just a common energy parameter.
(1.57)
(1.58)
Is C M - -
Equation (1.58) indicates that the lowest spin states obey the Land6 interval rule.
The relationship between the parameter P and the coupling constant J for a ring of
2N spins is given by"1
2P = JN (1.59)
The effective parameter P was found to be equal to 4.27 and 4.25 cm-1 by fitting
the 0.6 and 4.2 K magnetization data respectively. The calculated coupling constant
J is approximately 10 cm-1, which agrees very well with the values found by the
previous methods.




Approximate Calculations for the
Lowest-Lying Eigenstates of 1D
Antiferromagnetic Spin Chains
Initial attempts to utilize the standard quantum renormalization-group (RG) tech-
nique to obtain approximate solutions for the energy levels of 1D systems, such as
the Hubbard model or the Heisenberg model, produced disappointing results. The
errors associated with the calculated energies turned out to be large even when a large
number of quantum states were kept. (The exact meaning of this will become clearer
shortly.) For example, the energies calculated by Bray and Chui[26, 2] for the first 4
excited states of a 16 site Hubbard chain had errors that ranged from 5 to 10%, even
though around 1000 states were kept for this calculation.
The density-matrix formulation for quantum renormalization-groups developed
by Steven R. White offered more satisfactory results. White reported[26] to have
obtained the ground state energy for a spin 1 Heisenberg open chain to an accuracy
of at least 10-. In this case, the number of sites on the chain was 32 and only
48 states were needed to achieve the aforementioned accuracy. The calculation for
spin 1/2 chains gave similar results, but this time only 20 states were necessary.
Encouraged by White's excellent results, we decided to investigate whether it would
be possible to implement his procedure for spin 5/2 Heisenberg closed chains. We
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hoped that the resulting matrix representations would not be too large and that the
errors in the energies would still be small, even if results as good as White's could
not be obtained.
In the remainder of this chapter, we present a description of the traditional RG
approach, we then describe White's density-matrix procedure, and finally we present
our own findings.
2.1 Traditional Quantum Renormalization-Groups
In the traditional RG procedure, in order to find the lowest-lying eigenvalues and
eigenstates for an infinite chain, the chain is first broken into identical blocks' B.
(See fig. 2-1.) Then the Hamiltonian for two adjacent blocks HBB is diagonalized ex-
actly and an effective Hamiltonian HB/, representing the two blocks, is obtained by
projecting HBB onto the subspace spanned by its lowest-lying eigenstates. This rep-
resents no difficulty since the projector operator P onto this subspace is constructed
by stacking the eigenstates of HBB with lowest eigenvalues as row vectors.
HB' = PHBBPt (2.1)
Needless to say, the effective Hamiltonian HB/ is simpler and smaller than HBB-
One proceeds in this fashion, using the new larger blocks to construct the effective
Hamiltonian for two neighboring blocks, until the chain is long enough to accurately
reproduce the features of an infinite chain.
Figure 2-1: Blocking scheme for the traditional quantum renormalization-groups.
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'Each block may contain many sites.
The traditional RG procedure does not yield very accurate results. Its limitations
stem from the fact that the lowest-lying energy states for the block Hamiltonian are
not the optimal states to keep. These states have unsuitable features at the block
edges because the blocks have been treated as isolated from the remaining part of the
chain. As stated by White, "[t]he standard approach of neglecting all connections
to neighboring blocks during the diagonalization of the block Hamiltonian introduces
large errors which cannot be corrected by any reasonable increase in the number of
states kept." It is apparent that in order to develop an effective procedure, one needs
to be able to determine which are the best states to keep and how to effectively handle
the boundary problem.
2.2 White's Density-Matrix Approach
White suggested that the optimal states to keep for the construction of the effective
Hamiltonian are the eigenstates of the density matrix for the block B with the largest
eigenvalues. One first obtains the density matrix for a superblock, a larger block which
contains the block B, and from it one then derives the reduced density matrix for the
block. The superblock is necessary in order to take into account, approximately, the
connectivity of B with the remaining part of the chain. The density matrix for the
superblock is given by
= Pi 0i) (V l, 1(2.2)
where 'Vi)'s are the energy eigenstates of the superblock and P's are the corresponding
probabilities that the system can be found in those particular states. Therefore, if
one uses the eigenstate of the superblock as the basis, the density matrix is a diagonal
matrix and its matrix elements represent the probability that the superblock can be
found in a particular eigenstate. The states used to construct the density matrix are
called target states. In practice, one uses just one of the eigenstates of the system
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to construct the density matrix, and typically this state is the ground state2 . In this
case, the density matrix is equal to
0 = 40o)(1o L (2.3)
where 10o) is the ground state of the system. The density matrix can be written in
any representation. By writing it in a basis that is a product of a state of the sites in
B (e.g. i) and of a state of the sites not in B (e.g. j), we can then find the reduced
density matrix for the block B by summing over all the indices representing the sites
which are not contained in B. Therefore,
(2.4)=0 0) = E Cix C*,|I 4)($e,
23 2i J
represents the density matrix in the product basis $mn). The matrix elements for
the density matrix are given by
(OkIj~Okk' I) = Qk1,k'l
= ~~I i C2 Cr3j, (Oklc I Oij) Kqilj' I kTI)
ij i'f/
= ZZCi Ci,, 6ki 61j 6i' 6kjI
ij i'j'
CC*1,,
where the orthogonality property of the product functions was used. The matrix
elements for the reduced density matrix are obtained by setting I = ' and summing
over 1. This gives
Ckk' klCk', (2.5)
as the reduced density matrix elements for B. The indices k and I are collective
2This makes sense at low temperatures where the ground state may be the only state to be
thermally populated or it is the most probable state to be populated.
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indices that represent all of the sites contained in B, and all of those not contained
in B, respectively. For example, let us assume that one has a superblock with 4 sites
and that one wants to find the reduced density matrix for a block of 2 sites. If one
index is necessary to specify the state of each site (e.g. the quantum number m),
then the reduced density matrix elements are given by
U(ml m2;ml' m2') = E (m1 m2 m3 m4),(ml' m2' m3 m4). (2.6)
m3 m4
Instead of doubling the block at each interaction, it is more favorable to add a
single site to the block. Figure 2-2 represents the configuration proposed by White.
He "found [this] configuration to be particularly efficient after trying a variety of
alternative approaches." It consists of a left block, the added sites *., and a right
block3 . At each iteration the system increases in size by 2. The 2 sites are represented
exactly which leads to a more robust method since the exact extra sites result in a
more accurate density matrix.
Figure 2-2: White's blocking scheme.
In effect, the Hamiltonian for the system can be written as
H = HBL + HBR + H 1 ,2 + UL,1 + UR,2 . (2.7)
HBL and HBR are the effective Hamiltonians for the left and right blocks, respec-
tively. H 1 ,2 is the Hamiltonian for the two extra sites and is given by
1
S1  S2 = S1SZ + -(SiS- + SS S-). (2.8)2
31f one is treating an infinite chain, the right block is identical to the left block except that it
represents the right hand-side of the chain. However, for the fixed-length chain the two blocks are
usually different.
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UL,1 represents the interaction of the left block with particle 1 and UR,2 represents
the interaction of the right block with particle 2. U is given by eq. (2.8) except for
the indices, and for the fact that it should be properly projected onto the total space
spanned by the subspaces chosen for the effective Hamiltonians of the blocks and the
space for the 2 particle system added in between the 2 blocks.
The method to use if one is considering an infinite chain is as follows: Start by
diagonalizing the Hamiltonian for the configuration B 1 * e B 1 where B 1 represents
a single site4 . Then, compute the density matrix for the 4 particle system and from
it, derive the reduced density matrix for the 2 particle system. Keep the eigenstates
of the reduced density matrix with largest eigenvalues and use those states to obtain
an effective Hamiltonian for the 2 particle system B 2 = B1 e. Now, construct the
configuration B 2 . * B 2 and repeat the whole cycle again. Continue in this manner,
at each stage increasing the size of the chain by 2, until the energies per site do not
change with additional iterations.
The method used for chains of fixed-length is a bit more involved, but it is still
not too complicated. It consists of 2 iterations. Assume that the system of interest
is of size L. In the first iteration one uses the infinite system method (2 - ) times
so that the final structure is of size L. In this procedure, it is necessary to store
the (L - 4) intermediate effective Hamiltonians for the blocks, H 2 , H 3, ... , HL/2+1,
because these will be used as the effective Hamiltonian for the right block. The
effective Hamiltonian HL/2 is obtained from the configuration BL/2- 1 e BL/2-1. This
system as well as all of the subsequent systems to be constructed contains a total of
L sites. Finally, BL/ 2 e * BL/ 2- 2 is used to obtain HL/2+1-
In the second iteration, one begins by diagonalizing the Hamiltonian for the con-
figuration Bi e . BL-3. B1 is a single site and it is always represented exactly. The
effective Hamiltonian for BL-3 was obtained in the previous iteration. As before,
one uses the ground state, or the target states that one has chosen, to construct the
density matrix and from it one derives the reduced density matrix and the effective
Hamiltonian for B 2. Once a new effective Hamiltonian is obtained, it replaces the old
4In effect, one is diagonalizing the Hamiltonian for a 4 particle system.
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effective Hamiltonian. One usually stops after the diagonalization of the Hamiltonian
for the configuration BL/2-1 * 9BL/2-1, but in some cases it might be necessary to
repeat the second iteration a couple of more times.
At this point it seems necessary to consider an example in order to bring to light
the basic idea behind the fixed-length procedure. Assume that one wants to obtain
the approximate eigenvalues and eigenstates for a closed chain with 8 sites. One first
exactly diagonalizes the Hamiltonian for a system containing 4 particles and then
constructs the reduced density matrix for a 2 particle system. With the 2 blocks
(each representing 2 sites), and introducing 2 new sites, one forms a chain of 6 sites.
From this configuration one obtains the reduced density matrix for a block containing
3 sites. Then one uses the 2 new blocks representing 3 sites each and 2 more sites
to construct a chain with a total of 8 sites. From this configuration, one obtains the
reduced density matrix for a block containing 4 sites. Placing the new 4 site block
on the left, the old 2 site block on the right, and adding 2 new sites, one will again
obtain a chain with a total of 8 sites. This configuration is used to obtain the reduced
density matrix for a 5 site block. The second iteration begins right at this point. With
a block containing a single site on the left, 2 extra sites in the middle, and the newly
obtained block containing 5 sites on the right, one constructs a chain containing 8
sites. This configuration is used to obtain a new effective Hamiltonian for a block
containing 2 sites. One continues in this manner until a new block containing 3 sites
has been obtained. As was mentioned before, it might be necessary to perform the
second iteration several times in order to reduce the error associated with the energies
found.
The procedure for closed chains is identical to that for finite open chains, except
that this time the configuration used is Bio Be' * since it is preferable not to have the
2 blocks adjacent to each other.
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2.3 Conclusion
Two facts are known. First, that states with different SZ values do not mix, which
means that they do not have connecting matrix elements, and second, that under the
action of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian the space spanned by all the wavefunctions with
a particular Sz value form a complete set. Furthermore, for systems with an even
number of particles, every energy level has at least one Sz = 0 component. Thus, one
can use all the wavefunctions with Sz = 0 as basis for the matrix representation of the
Hamiltonian and diagonalization will yield all the energies of the system without any
missing. In fact, in this particular case, the ground state for the system corresponds
to an |S = 0, Sz = 0) state.
Therefore, it is not very efficient to use equation (2.7) to construct the Hamiltonian
for the system since the tensor products involved intertwine spaces with different S'
values and result in unnecessarily large matrices. It is true that one can perform
a unitary transformation to write equation (2.7) in block diagonal form (each block
corresponding to a different total spin S value), but this can be very complicated and
it requires the use of a lot of computer memory and time.
It is more efficient to construct wavefunctions which comply with the requirement
that the total quantum number Sz be equal to zero. This leads to matrices of smaller
dimensions and renders the construction and use of big projector operators unneces-
sary. It is not difficult to construct wavefunctions with Sz = 0. When selecting the
wavefunctions from the reduced density matrix, one creates a temporary table where
the Sz value of every function kept is recorded. Since the Sz values add algebraically,
one simply combines wavefunctions for the left block, the 2 particles in the middle,
and the right block, in such a way that a net resulting Sz = 0 is obtained. An example
should clarify this. Assume that one has kept wavefunctions with S =_ (1, 0, and -1)
for the blocks and that S' = (1, 0, -1) can be obtained by the middle particles, then
the following product wavefunctions should be constructed5 :
'For simplicity it was assumed that only one wavefunction for each Sz value has been kept and








because they all have a net S' = 0. These wavefunctions are then used as the basis
for the matrix representation of the system Hamiltonian. This is the only difference
between the procedure we used and the one developed by White.
2.3.1 Findings
We found that :
" White's claims seem to be valid. The ground-state energy for an open-chain
system consisting of 10 spin 1/2 particles calculated utilizing this procedure was
found to be -4.2580280. The exact energy is -4.2580352. The relative error6,
given by JA-I can be calculated to be 1.69 x 10-6. Only 6 states were kept for
this calculation. It seems reasonable to assume that if one keeps 20 or more
states, an accuracy similar to the one reported by White can be achieved.
" In the infinite chain case, if the number of wavefunctions kept is constant,
slightly better accuracy is achieved as the length of the chain increases. For
instance, when only 4 states are kept, the calculated ground-state energy for an
open chain with 12 spin 1/2 particles was found to be -4.9552930. Compared to
the exact energy of -5.142096, this represents a relative error of .0363. On the
6White reported the errors in his calculations as relative errors.
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other hand, the computed ground-state energy for an open chain consisting of 14
spin 1/2 particles, again using only 4 states, was found to be -5.8765107. The
exact ground-state energy in this case is -6.0267247. Therefore, the relative
error has been reduced to .0249.
In the fixed-length procedure, as the length of the chain increases, better ac-
curacy can only be achieved by increasing the number of wavefunctions kept.
Consider the following table in which the first 4 energy levels of an open chain
of spin 1/2 particles are tabulated. The number of wavefunctions kept in both
calculations was 7.
Spin 1/2 open-chain energy levels calculated using density-matrix proce-
* As the spin of the system increases, more states have to be kept in order to
achieve the same level of accuracy. For example, the best results are obtained
for chains with spin 1/2 particles, the second best results are obtained for chains
with spin 1 particles, and so forth. Examine the following chart of the ground-
state energy of open-chain systems with 6 particles:
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N: 12 Matrix Dim. 60
State Exact Energy Calculated Energy Relative Error
Ground St. -5.140906 -5.1394172 2.90 x 10-4
1st. Ex. St. -4.861148 -4.8338255 5.62 x 10-3
2nd. Ex. St. -4.513291 -4.4073512 2.35 x 10-2
3rd. Ex. St. -4.407829 -4.2698884 3.21 x 10-2
N: 14 Matrix Dim. 54
Ground St. -6.0267247 -6.0208247 9.79 x 10-4
1st. Ex. St. -5.7804926 -5.7321493 8.36 x 10-3
2nd. Ex. St. -5.4753498 -5.3117076 2.99 x 10-2
3rd. Ex. St. -5.3875423 -5.1402275 4.59 x 10-2
Table 2.1:
dure.
Spin: 1/2 1 5/2
Matrix Dim. 18 107 900
Number of States kept 6 7 26
Exact Energy -2.4935771 -7.3702750 -37.0274795
Calculated Energy -2.4930299 -7.3486589 -36.9381627
Relative Error .000219 .00293 .00240
Table 2.2: Density-matrix energy results as a function of particle's spin. As the spin
of the particles in the system increases, more functions must be kept in order to
achieve the same level of accuracy for the calcultated energy levels.
e Only the target state can be found with great accuracy. Higher states can have
significant errors. Consider the following table:
N: 10 Spin: 1/2 Chain: open
State Exact Energy Calculated Relative Error
Ground St. -4.2580352 -4.2580280 1.69 x 10-6
1st. Ex. St. -3.9306736 -3.9283598 5.89 x 10-4
2nd. Ex. St. -3.5270436 -3.5055403 6.10 x 10-3
3rd. Ex. St. -3.3961983 -3.3870626 2.27 x 10-3
Table 2.3: Relative error of higher energy states computed using the density-matrix
procedure. Only the target state can be found with great accuracy.
o The results obtained for open-chain spin 5/2 systems were not very good. Ta-
ble 2.4 contains the results obtained for the first 4 energy levels of an open
chain with 6 spin 5/2 particles. It is seen that even when a large number of
wavefunctions is kept the errors in the calculated energies are substantial. In
order to reduce the error significantly, the dimensions of the resulting Hamilto-
nian matrix had to be doubled or tripled. This is in contrast with the results
obtained utilizing the translational-symmetry groups procedure7 . When this
procedure was used the dimension of the resulting Hamiltonian matrix was
only 229, and the exact energy levels were obtained. Since we knew before-
hand that closed chains performed worse than open chains due to the bound-
7This procedure is discussed later in the thesis.
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ary problem, we decided to abandon the density-matrix procedure and not to
invest the large amount of time and effort necessary in order to develop the
software needed for closed chains. The boundary problem is not present in the
translational-symmetry groups procedure since the chain is never broken into
smaller blocks.
N: 6 Spin: 5/2 Chain: open
State Exact Energy Calculated % Error
Matrix Dim: 250
Ground St. -37.0274795 -35.8222760 3.25 %
1st. Ex. St. -36.7216473 -35.5324486 3.24 %
2nd. Ex. St. -36.0501551 -34.8782971 3.25 %
3rd. Ex. St. -34.8842323 -33.6907074 3.42 %
Matrix Dim: 480
Ground St. -37.0274795 -36.8373735 0.51 %
1st. Ex. St. -36.7216473 -36.4807497 0.66 %
2nd. Ex. St. -36.0501551 -35.6673903 1.06 %
3rd. Ex. St. -34.8842323 -34.2795203 1.73 %
Table 2.4: Spin 5/2 open-chain energy results obtained using the density-matrix
procedure.
A look at the first set of energy levels in table 2.4 appears to indicate that even
though the errors in the calculated energies are very large, they all have the
same magnitude and therefore they are not very significant. This is misleading
in several ways. First of all, this occurrence seems to have been accidental.
Most of the energy levels of other chain systems considered did not display this
homogeneity in the errors. Second, we knew beforehand the exact energies so
we were able to vary the number of wavefunctions kept in order to optimize the
corresponding errors in the calculated energies. In other circumstances where
the exact energies are not known apriori, it will be impossible to determine the
number of wavefunctions that leads to similar errors in the calculated energy
levels. It might not even be possible to do that since similar errors do not occur
all the time. Third, even small errors in the energy levels can lead to very large
errors when computing the thermodynamical properties of the system since
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these properties depend on energy differences.
We found that in those instances where the magnitude of the errors could be
made very similar, the number of wavefunctions required was always greater
than the number of wavefunctions needed in order to obtain exact results utiliz-
ing the translational-symmertry groups procedure. (See table 2.5.) It is possible
that as the length of the chain increases, the number of wavefunctions necessary
to produce homogeneous errors will be less than the number of wavefunctions
needed to obtain exact results by means of the translational-symmetry groups
procedure. We were not able to verify this since we had no data for the exact
energy levels of chains with more than 6 spin 5/2 particles. Furthermore, the
translational-symmetry groups procedure was always significantly faster than
the density-matrix procedure. It took only 1 second to find the exact energy
levels of a chain system with 6 spin 5/2 particles. Compare this with the 6
hours it took to solve the same problem utilizing the density-matrix procedure.
It should be mentioned that the code for the translational-symmetry groups
procedure was written in C, and C tends to be very fast.
N: 6 Matrix Dim: 156 TG Mx.Dim: 34
State Exact Energy Calculated Energy % Error
Ground St. -14.7570770 -14.6132502 0.97 %
1st. Ex. St. -14.4621464 -14.2935747 1.17 %
2nd. Ex. St. -13.6662053 -13.5681174 0.72 %
3rd. Ex. St. -12.7182012 -12.5798456 1.09 %
N: 8 Matrix Dim. 359 TG Mx.Dim: 313
Ground St. -20.3730629 -19.9232402 2.21 %
1st. Ex. St. -20.1657332 -19.7553576 2.04 %
2nd. Ex. St. -19.5594817 -19.2354443 1.66 %
3rd. Ex. St. -18.8114473 -18.4076400 2.15 %
Table 2.5: Energy levels of open-chain systems with spin 3/2 particles calculated
using the density-matrix procedure. TG Mx.Dim is the matrix dimension for the
Hamitonian that results from utilizing the translational-symmetry groups procedure.
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* In the fixed-length procedure saturation often occurs. One can iterate numerous
times and the resulting energies do not improve. Also, every iteration can
take a long time. A typical run for a system of 6 spin 5/2 particles on a
Sun Sparcstation 5, which involved about 3 iterations, took roughly 6 hours.





It is possible to diagonalize the Hamiltonian matrices exactly for systems containing a
small number of magnetic centers. The energies for open and closed-chain systems of
varying sizes and with different spin values were calculated using exact diagonalization
and the results were tabulated in Appendices B and C. Isotropic, nearest-neighbor
antiferromatic exchange coupling was assumed and -J was set equal to 1.
In order to form the basis for the matrix representations, only product func-
tions with total SZ = 0 were considered because these functions by themselves form
a complete set. The restriction to the SZ = 0 subspace leads to considerable re-
duction in the dimension of the matrices to be constructed and diagonalized. For
example, the total space for a system comprised of 6 spin 5/2 particles consists of
66= 46656 spin states. In contrast, the Sz = 0 subspace contains only 4332 states.
The Hamiltonian matrix representations were generated utilizing a Maple code named
Heisenberg/Exact/HamiltonianExp.ms, and these matrices were diagonalized using
Matlabl. HamiltonianExp.ms writes out the matrix representation to a file named
Maple.data. A program called matlab/ImportHamiltonian.m was used to read the
file into the Matlab section.
Larger systems can be handled using an alternative approach. The Hamiltonian
matrices can be block diagonalized by taking appropriate linear combinations of the
'Maple is very slow for diagonalizing matrices.
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product wavefunctions. In this way one can further reduce the dimensions of the
matrices to be diagonalized. For instance, the subspace spanned by all of the wave-
functions with S = 0 and S' = 0 for the 6 particles system introduced earlier consists
of only 111 spin states. As attractive as this method appears, two major difficul-
ties must be overcome before it can be implemented. First, it is necessary to figure
out which are the appropriate linear combinations of the product wavefunctions that
lead to block diagonalization. Second, even if linear combinations can be formed, the
memory required to store the coefficients and the product kets needed to form the
linear combinations can be too large. For example, the wavefunctions for the S = 0
and S' = 0 subspace are linear combinations of 4332 S' = 0 product functions. Since
the system consists of 6 particles, every product function requires 6 indices, one to
identify the state of each particle. Therefore, each wavefunction requires 4332 x 6
numbers plus 4332 coefficients. But there are 111 such wavefunctions. Also, the
Hamiltonian matrix is yet to be constructed and it too requires memory space.
3.1 Irreducible Tensorial Sets
Dante Gatteschi et al.[6] proposed the use of Irreducible Tensor Operators (ITO) in
order to overcome both of the difficulties mentioned in the previous section. Gat-
teschi's implementation of the ITO formalism allowed him to compute for the first
time the energy levels of a closed-chain system containing 8 spin 5/2 particles with
Heisenberg coupling 2 . Even though it was known to us that no further calculations
had been achieved using the ITO formalism, the method was elegant and powerful
enough to merit a consideration.
The advantage of the ITO formalism is that the matrix element of an irreducible
tensor operator in a basis spanning an irreducible representation of the rotational
group can be computed without a detailed knowledge of the wavefunctions that form
the basis. The 2S + 1 spin angular momentum eigenfunctions IS,Sz) of fixed S span
2This is what was reported by Kingsley Taft but the paper that he cited indicates that this system
was never solved [18, 7]. Rather, the energies were extrapolated from those of a system containing
8 spin 3/2 particles.
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an irreducible representation of the infinite rotational group. But these eigenfuctions
are also eigenfunctions of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian since both operators commute.
Therefore, it is appropriate to use the ITO approach to compute the matrix elements
for the Heisenberg Hamiltonian. All that is required is to express the operators in
the Heisenberg Hamiltonian in terms of ITOs and to establish a coupling scheme
by which the individual spins are coupled to yield the net S and SZ values. The
intermediate spin values that result from the coupling of 2 spins are important and
should be stored.
An irreducible tensor operator of rank k is defined as a set of 2k + 1 operators Tq
which under coordinate rotations transform according to the following relation
D(a#/5)TkD-1 (ao3y) = TDk m(a3y). (3.1)
D(a # 7) is Wigner rotation matrix for the irreducible representation Dk, and m and
M' are indices that can take on 2k + 1 values running from -k to k. All this sounds
familiar because it was the properties of the angular momentum eigenfunctions under
rotation that motivated the definition of ITOs in the first place.
The spin operators Si's in the Heisenberg-Hamiltonian are vector operators which
possess three components: S,, S" and Sf. These components span the irreducible
representation D1 for the rotational group but they do not constitute an irreducible
tensorial set because under rotation they do not transform according to relation (3.1).
Nevertheless, a suitable orthogonal transformation of Si, Sj' and Si does yield an
irreducible tensorial set. If one defines,
Ti =Sz
T'= -2-2(Sx +iS) and
Tc b=d2-2 (S - S),
it can be readily verified that these new operators do transform according to relation
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(3.1). Therefore, it is possible to associate an ITO of first rank T 1 to every spin
operator Si. The matrix element for an ITO is given by
(SISz'ITI SSZ) = (-1 )SI-SZ' ( 1 ) (I T 1 IIS), (3.2)
(-Sz' mn Sz
where3 ( ) is a Wigner's 3-j symbol and (S'HIT 1IIS) is a reduced matrix
(-Sz' mn Sz)
element (RME). RME's are independent of the magnetic quantum numbers. The
3-j symbols are related to the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients4 and were introduced by
Wigner in order to define highly symmetric objects. The relationship between the
Clebsch-Gordan coefficients and the 3-j symbols is given by
(=1 (-) 1 -22- 3 (2j 3 + 1) (j1 mi 2 m 2 j 1 3j2 j3 - m3). (3.3)
m1 M 2 m 3 / Clebsch-Gordan coefficient
The high symmetry of the 3-j symbols reduces the number of symbols that need
to be computed or tabulated because once one symbol is found, many others can
be obtained by means of simple mathematical manipulation. For example, an even
permutation of columns does not change the value of a 3-j symbol, while an odd
permutation multiplies the value by (-I)1+2+3. A large number of 3-j symbols have
been tabulated. Others have simple algebraic formulas.
The reduced matrix element can be calculated as follows:
(SSJSz SS) (SSITOS,S) = S. So, that
(SS|TJ1 SS) = (-1)" ( I (S||T 15) = S. (3.4)
(-S 0 S)
3This expression was derived utilizing the Wigner-Eckart theorem. Consult Irreducible Tensor
Methods by Bryan L. Silver [3] for more details.
4Recall that the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients represent the matrix elements of the orthogonal
matrix for the unitary transformation from the product basis to the total S basis.
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(S I S-S 0 S) S[(2S + 1)(S + 1)S]1/ 2 (3.5)
and therefore,
(SflTflIS) = [(2S + 1)(S + 1)S]11 2 (3.6)
Similarly, it can be determined that
(S'IIT |S) = [(2S + 1)]11 26s's. (3.7)
To every Si -Si+1 term in the Hamiltonian one can associate an irreducible tensor
operator of zero rank. Si - Si+ 1 can be written as
1
= i S+1I + - S'Z S,+ 1+S+3
T(i) -T(i + 1)
TO (i)TOJ(i + 1) + T(i)T i(i + 1) + T1(i + 1)T11 (i)
= (-1)MTi(j)Tlm(j + 1).
The expression for a zero-rank tensor operator constructed from two first-rank operators5
is
{T' (1) 0 T'(2)}10 = To Tm'(1)Tlm(2).
Therefore, one can write
T 1 - -T = v/ {T1 9 T1}0,
(3.8)
(3.9)
and the association of Si - Si+1 with a zero-rank irreducible tensor is now justified.
The matrix element of a compound irreducible tensor operator is given by




(si s2 S Sz |XK(1,7 2)|1si' s2' S' S') = -ss S K S'
(-,5Z M SZ/
X (si 82 SIIXKl , Js82'S) (3.10)
where XK(1, 2) is a compound irreducible tensor operator equal to
XK (1,2) (1)U 2 ki k2  Kmim2 ( m 2 M
x (2K + 1)1/2(_ 1 )kl-k 2 +M
and the reduced matrix element is given by
(si s2 SHIXK 2)lsl' s2'S') (s1ki k,(1 )siI)Ks 2 ||Uk2(2)11s2)
x [(2S + 1)(2S' + 1)(2K + 1)]1/2
s1 s11 k1
x S2 s 2' k 2  -
S S' K J
The term { } is a 9-j coefficient that arises from the recoupling of 4 angular momenta.
9-j coefficients can be calculated in a variety of ways. For example, they can be
calculated utilizing algebraic formulae and sometimes they can be expressed in terms
of 6-j or 3-j symbols. 6-j symbols arise from the recoupling of 3 angular momenta.
This is all the material one needs in order to implement the irreducible tensor
operator approach to calculate the matrix elements for the Hamiltonian matrix6.
However, we were unable to use this procedure because developing a coupling scheme
turned out to be computationally challenging; the 9-j coefficients are very complicated
and time consuming to compute. The use of ITO's alone is not sufficient to reduce
the matrix dimensions enough, and point group symmetry must be implemented as
6 See Gatteschi's paper [6] for a very nice and simple example.
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well. For example, Delfs et al. [7] reported that the closed-chain system comprised of
8 spin 5/2 particles leads to matrices as big as 16,576 even when the ITO formalism







We developed a technique which allowed us to calculate exactly the lowest 4 and the
highest energy level for a system of 8 and 10 spin 5/2 particles. The method can be
extended to obtain higher energy levels and it is in no way restricted to just these
5. Open or closed chains with an even or odd number of particles, and with integer
or half-integer spins, can be treated. The technique is very simple, and it only takes
about 4 seconds to generate the Hamiltonian matrix for the 8 particle system and an
equal amount of time to diagonalize it. The 10 particle system requires 15 minutes to
generate the Hamiltonian matrix and an equal amount of time to diagonalize it. These
calculations were performed on a Sun-ultra machine with 2, 200 MHz processorsl,
and 0.5 Megabytes of RAM. Arnoldi's procedure was used in order to diagonalize
the Hamitonian matrices. The code for these programs was written in C. All other
calculations were performed on a Sun Sparcstation 5.
The highest energy is achieved when all the spins are aligned in the same direction
and with the largest obtainable magnitude for the magnetic quantum number; in this
'The calculations were not performed in parallel, however.
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case Sz = Spin. The energy is then given by
E N Sz x Sz = N x Spin x Spin for a closed chain
Ehighest=
E-1 Sz x Sz = (N - 1) x Spin x Spin for an open chain.
We used this expression for the highest energy level in order to verify that the calcu-
lated energies were correct.
4.1 Using Generating Functions to Construct Product-
basekets
The problem associated with storing all the basekets was eliminated by developing
a formula that allowed us to generate a product-baseket instantly by specifying a
number, or to label any product-baseket unambigously with a number, depending on
the dimension of the Sz = 0 subspace. This is of considerable importance because
being able to do away with storing thousands of kets, and not having to employ
search routines to find a ket, substantially decreases the amount of memory and time
required to run a program.
Let us first derive the formula and then proceed to show how it is used. The
problem of finding the total number of kets belonging to a particular Sz subspace for
a system containing N Spin = S particles is related to the combinatorial problem
of finding the total number of ways that m objects can be placed in n cells with a
limit of no more than k objects per cell, where n = N, k = 2 x Spin, and m =
Spin x N+abs(Sz)/(2P), with P = 0 for integer spin and P = 1 for half-integer spin.
For example, if N = 4, Spin = 5/2, and SZ = 0, 2 possible product-kets could be
[[ 5 - 5] and [5 1 - -]. If we shift all entries by 5/2, we get [50 50] and [5410].
The new kets are clearly 2 of the possibilities of distributing 10 objects into 4 cells
with no more than 5 objects per cell.
In order to tackle this problem, we first consider a simplified version by removing
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the limitation of k objects per cell. Look at the generating function
( XIz + X2+--- z)(+z + X2+ + + X2')(1+m + X2 + --- + Xn'),
and notice that any arrangement of m objects in n cells given as a,, a2, .a.. : E ai =
m gives a unique Xa X 2 ... Xan in this function. So the number we are interested in
is the coefficient for the homogeneous term of degree m or the coefficient of x" in
(1+ x + x 2 + -- + X")n = 1 )Ui- X
Using the binomial expansion, we can write
(1- -=
n 1+ j)
- Xm+1 )n (1 _ X)-n .
n -j+ X
is the binomial coefficient given by
(n +i) (n -1+j)!(n - 1)!j!
n 1+m
Therefore, the number that we are looking for is
Now we can introduce the limitation of no more than k objects per cell. Consider
the generating function
h + 1 + + e+ of) ( + e 2 + + + X2
This time we want the coefficient of xmi in
(1+ X +x 2 + ... x +k)Tn - (1 _ Xk+l)n( _ -n
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where (
which can be written as





if we use the binomial expansion for both terms. Therefore, the coefficient of xr is
given by
.n n- I+ j
i(k+1)+j=mZ
Writing this expression in terms of i only and noticing that when j = 0, i should be
equal to ', we can finally write
k+ mn + m -1 - (k +1)i n
=O m - (k + 1)i
as the number of ways of distributing m objects in n cells with a limit of no more
than k objects per cell.
4.1.1 Generating a Product-baseket
GBasis.c and GBasis.ms are 2 programs written in C and in Maple that generate any
baseket specified by the user. The programs take as formal parameters the number of
particles in the system, the spin of the particles, the value of the ket to be constructed,
and the SZ subspace to be considered.
The programs work as follows: first, a number of parameters needed for the cal-
culations to be performed are computed. Then, the total subspace dimension is
determined utilizing equation (4.1). If the ketvalue passed by the user exceeds the
subspace dimension, a message is printed on the screen informing the user that the
ketvalue inputed is unobtainable because it exceeds the subspace dimension and the
program is aborted. If, on the other hand, the ketvalue is within the acceptable val-
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ues, the program proceeds by assuming that the first cell can be completely filled up.
The program then determines the possible ways of distributing the remaining number
of particles into the remaining N - 1 cells. If the ketvalue is less than or equal to
the calculated distribution, it proceeds to fill up the second cell completely and to
readjust the ketvalue to take into account that one cell has been used up. However, if
the ketvalue is greater than the calculated distribution, it then removes one particle
at a time from the first cell and places it on the remaining cells until the number of
ways of placing enough particles in the remaining N - 1 cells is greater than or equal
to the ketvalue. It continues in this way until all the particles have been distributed
within the necessary number of cells and a configuration consistent with the initial
ketvalue is achieved. Finally, the values corresponding to the number of particles in
each cell are shifted in such a way that positive and negative values appropriate for
a distribution of spins are obtained. A derivation for the distribution of positive and
negative particles has been included in Appendix A. If this formula is used, no such
shifting is necessary. The best way to appreciate all of this is by means of an example.
Let us assume that we are interested in generating baseket number 2 for a system
of 4 spin 5/2 particles, in the Sz = 0 subspace. The dimension of this subspace is
calculated to be 146. The ketvalue = 2 is within the dimension limit. The number
of objects to be distributed was calculated above to be equal to 10, the number of
cells is equal to 4, and the maximum number of objects per cell is equal to 5. The
program fills the first cell completely and obtains the configuration [5 0 0 0]. There
are 21 ways of distributing the remaining 5 particles in the remaining 3 cells. Since
2 < 21, we can proceed to fill up the second cell. We obtain the configuration [5 5 0 0].
There is just one way of distributing 0 objects into 2 cells which is by not placing
anything at all. Since the condition 2 < 1 is not satisfied, we must proceed to remove
objects from cell number 2. First, we get the configuration [5 4 0 0]. The removed
object can be distributed in 2 ways in the remaining 2 empty cells. Since 2 < 2, we
can proceed to place the remaining single particle in one of the remaining 2 empty
cells. At this point the ketvalue is adjusted to 1. Placing the remaining object in cell
number 3 gives the configuration [5 4 1 0]. Distributing 0 objects into 1 cell gives
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1 configuration. Since 1 < 1, the configuration obtained thus far is sound and we
can continue distributing more objects into the remaining cell, but there is no more
objects to distribute so we stop at this point. After performing the shift by removing
5/2 from the number of objects in each cell, we finally obtain the spin configuration
[5 3 -3 -52 2 2 2
Figure 4-1 shows the first 6 possible distributions obtainable by means of the
procedure just described. This figure clearly shows the reason why the ketvalue has
to be readjusted once the proper number of objects in a particular cell has been
determined. One way to think of it is that once a cell has been properly filled with
the right amount of particles, one begins a new distribution problem with a new
ketvalue, a new number of particles to be distributed, and one less cell. It is not
difficult to determine the proper scheme for readjusting the ketvalue2 .
[5] [0] [0] ketvalue = 1
[4] [1] [0] ketvalue = 2 readjusted to 1
[5] [4] [0] [1] ketvalue = 3 readjusted to 2
[3] [2] [0] ketvalue = 4 readjusted to 1
[3] [1] [1] ketvalue = 5 readjusted to 2
[3] [0] [2] ketvalue = 6 readjusted to 3
Figure 4-1: Some possible distributions of 10 particles into 4 cells with a limit of no
more than 5 particles per cell.
4.1.2 Assigning a Value to a Product-baseket
An unambiguous value can be assigned to a baseket using either of 2 programs.
Ketvalue.c is written in C and Ketvalue.ms is written in Maple. These programs
work utilizing the same principle as the programs written to generate the vector
representation of a product-baseket. In a way, it is just the reverse process: given
a baseket, determine its corresponding value. The programs take as parameters the
2 See GBasis.c or GBasis.ms for more details.
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baseket to be labelled, the spin of the particles in the system, and the corresponding
Sz value for the subspace being considered.
4.2 Translational-Symmetry Groups
The basic theory is as follows: all kets that can be generated by means of a translation
operation or by means of a plane reflection have the same coefficient, except at most
for a phase factor equal to3 ±1, when they are linearly combined to form an eigenstate
of the Hamiltonian operator. This makes physical sense since there is no reason why
any one of these states should be more important than the others. Furthermore,
we postulate that the relative phase factors could be deduced by examining simple
systems.
An eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian can be written as a linear superposition of
product functions. Let us assume that such linear superposition can be written as
M
IT) = 1Ci) = C 1|#1) + C2102) + C3103) + --- + CM 0M (4.2
The previous theorem tells us that one can rewrite eq. (4.2) as
Si S2 
Sm
I) C i E 1 k) + C2 e 2 k2) + - - Cm S emm 42)
ki=1 k2=1 km=1
m s,
= :ca 5 e- n q$n), (4.3)
n=1 kn=l
where all the kets I#n ) with n fixed are related to each other by means of a translation
or plane reflection operation. For example, if N = 6 and Spin = 5/2, one can consider
3 We considered linear combinations with real coefficients only.
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the following kets to be members of the same group4
5 1 -1 -3
1 -1 -3 3
3 -5
-5 5
-1 -3 3 -5 5 1
-3 3 -5 5 1 -1
3 -5 5 1
-5 -1 1 3 -3 5
-1 1 3 -3 5 -5





-5 -1 1 ]
-5 -1 1 3 ]
-5 5 1 -1 -3 3 ] 5 -5 -1 1 3
-3 ]
One can define new basekets by
kn = Ikn=
e ion ) (4.4)
so that the eigenfunction can be written as
m
' EC) = cDn)
n=1
(4.5)
Notice that the number of states in this new linear superposition of states m is much
smaller than the number of states M in original linear superposition of states, and
that E:'_ sn = M. The inner product for these new basekets is given by
QJD n' Pn) ZkfZIfEkn e (0kn ' kq~,
Zk=l Z4§ e




if n # n'
e 0
One can now proceed to construct a matrix representation for the Heisenberg
















2i+I1 + z+I+Sz + 4n
(4.6)
It is more efficient not to construct the 14%)'s explicitly because this process is time
consuming and takes a lot of memory. The explicit representation of the new basekets
is, after all, unnecessary in order to generate the Hamiltonian matrix. It is better to
concentrate in the eigenvalue equation HIT) = E4I). If one projects this equation
onto just one ket from each translational-symmetry group, this ket can be thought of
as a representative of the group, one obtains a linear system of independent equations
which can be written in matrix form as an eigenvalue equation. The eigenvalues of
this new matrix are the same as the eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian matrix. An
example should clarify this point.
Let us assume that one chooses q#) as representative of all 1#k) product-kets,
102) as representative of all 10 2 ) product-kets, and so forth. Then, projecting the
eigenvalue equation onto 11) gives us the first linearly independent equation which
can be written as
M Sn
(q5lHf4') - S cne--O"n(#qHI#$n)
n k1n1
m sa
= Ek - ( Io
n kn=1
=E ci,
where e-o,1 was set
only relative phases
of the orthogonality
equal to 1. In fact, e- 1 for all n can be set equal to 1 since
within the members of a group are important. Now because
of the Ion) product-kets, the only non-vanishing terms in this
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((Dn, IHI~n)
expression are those involving kets which are connected to |1) by the action of the
Hamiltonian operator. This allows us to make the following conclusions:
* The term ('l4 El SiS+1 W I) is non-vanishing if and only if the value of Z1, SS+1
when acting on 1), and ci are not zero. This can be proven as follows:
N
(ol Si S+ 1|I)
where the notation (X)'
product-ket |#)
M sn N
= Ee n Is( |kif+|t
n k,=l i=l
m sn i N \n
-~n cn ( S +1  161k
n kn=l i=1 kn
m s te eSi f+1
means the result of acting with operator X on the
e The terms involving the raising and lowering operators5 yield
2 (scs 1) E) e- '2 =2 n' kai S Si- I in= 
-k1
N
(01 1 E (SJ-S+1) 1) =
2 i=2 n"t
non





where the prime and double prime now indicate that the summations are re-
stricted to just certain values which refer to those kets which, when acted upon
by the raising or lowering operators, yield |11). This all looks more complicated
than it really is. In principle all one does is find out which kets are connected to
1') by applying the raising and lowering operators to it. The group to which
5The action of the raising and lowering operators is given by
S+JSSz) = h[(S + 1)S - Sz(Sz ± 1ISSz ± 1).
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and
every generated ket belongs and the corresponding phase factor are then deter-
mined. For simplicity, let us assume that n' = 1, a, # and n" = 0, where a
and / are some other indices different from 1. Let / = m. Then the matrix
eigenvalue equation would look something like
ml -... Mia










1 s+ k e , 11
2 Zk/ ek ( 1 ss 1 and
M-io S z1M1 2 Zk ekM' z' ss-+)
1 -om(F 1S- Si .
2 k%/ e2Om (k~ syI/ )m .
4.3 Determining the Spin Angular-Momentum
Once an eigenvector has been found, it is easy to determine its angular momentum.
Let us assume for simplicity that the eigenvector is not degenerate. The action of the
angular momentum square operator is given by
(4.7)
We can collect all the terms which under the action of the S2 operator are connected
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S21|V) = S(S + 1)1<b).
to, for example, (#4) and equate both sides thus obtaining the following relation
S cn/ e (S)kn- = S(S + 1)C1101).
n' kn'
Here as usual, the primes indicate that the summations are restricted to only those
kets which are connected to 1) by the action of S 2. Solving for S(S + 1) we get
S(S + 1) = e  n' (S2) . (4.8)
n'kC 1  n
All the coefficients c.'s are known and the phase factors can be determined. We picked
11) as an example but in general one can chose any ket one wishes. Nevertheless, it
is necessary to chose a ket with a coefficient different from 0.
An analytical expression for the spin angular-momentum for the highest energy
state can be easily derived. It is done as follows:
S2 N 2 Ni N N
s2Es) = s +2E E
i=1 i=1 i=1 j=i+1
N N N
= 2+ 2 E E s sz + - (ssT -+ ss+)i=1 2=1 j=i+z
Since all spins are aligned in the same direction with the maximum obtainable mag-
netic number, equal to Spin, the raising and lowering operators do not contribute to
this expression and we can write
N N N
S2= Zs2 + 2 E szsz
N N N
= (Spin+ 1) x Spin E +2Spin x Spin Z E
i=1 j=i+1
= N(Spin+ 1)Spin+ Spin x Spin x N(N - 1), (4.9)










Examination of the eigenstates for the exactly solvable N = 4 and N = 6 spin 5/2
systems revealed that the relative phase-factors for the product-kets belonging to the
same translational-symmetry group are given by
Phase-factor= ((- 1) Reflection+Site)state
An explanation of the meaning of each variable is in order but first, recall that every
translational-symmetry group is represented by a product-ket which has been chosen
to represent that symmetry group. It is relative to this ket that the phases for the
remaining members of the group are determined. Reflection indicates whether, in
order to obtain the representative of the group from the product-ket being examined,
a reflection through the plane of the molecule is necessary, i.e multiplication by -1.
It is equal to 0 if a reflection is necessary, and equal to 1 if no reflection is necessary.
Site refers to the location in the product-ket being considered of the first entry in
the representative ket. Or, one can say that Site refers to the number of forward
translation operations necessary in order to shift the first entry in the representative
ket to its new location in the product-ket being considered, plus 1. State refers to
the state for which the Hamiltonian matrix representation is being constructed. For
the ground-state, State = 0 if the number of particles in the system is a multiple of
4 or if the spin of the particles is an integer value, otherwise State = 1. For the first
excited state, State = 1 if the number of particles in the system is a multiple of 4 or
if the spin of the particles is an integer value, otherwise State = 0. This parameter
will change if one is considering the Hamiltonian matrix representation for higher
excited-states. The second excited-state is contained in the matrix representation for
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the ground-state and the third excited-state is contained in the matrix representation
for the first excited-state.
As an example, consider [ 5 1 -1 -3 3 -5 ] as the representative for all the
product-kets that can be obtained by means of translation operations and reflection
through the horizontal plane of the molecule. The phase-factor for the product-ket
[1 3 -3 5 -5 -1 ] is, in the Hamiltonian ground-state matrix representation, equal to
-1 since Reflection = 0, Site = 5, and State = 1.
4.5 Results
In this section we present the energies and the angular momenta for different sized
spin 5/2 closed chains. These results were obtained by using the techniques described
in this chapter.
N = 4 Matrix Dim. = 20
Level Energy S(S+1) S
Ground State -30.00000000000000 0.00 0.00
1st Excited St. -29.00000000000000 2.00 1.00
2nd Excite St. -27.00000000000000 6.00 2.00
*3rd Excited St. -24.00000000000000 2.00 1.00
*4th Excited St. -24.00000000000000 2.00 1.00
*5th Excited St. -24.00000000000000 12.00 3.00
Highest St. 25.00000000000000 110.00 10.00
*State is degenerate.
Table 4.1: Exact energy results for a closed-chain system
N = 6 Matrix Dim. = 229
Level Energy S(S+i) S
Ground State -43.93471052804627 0.00 0.00
1st Excited St. -43.24302190263774 2.00 1.00
2nd Excite St. -41.86026672885004 6.00 2.00
3rd Excited St. -39.78777200855562 12.00 3.00
Highest St. 37.49999999999993 240.00 15.00
with 4 spin 5/2 particles.
Table 4.2: Exact energy results for a closed-chain system with 6 spin 5/2 particles.
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Table 4.3: Exact energy results for a closed-chain system with 8 spin 5/2 particles.
Energies were calculated using the translational-symmetry groups procedure.
N =10 Matrix Dim. = 111366
Level Energy S(S+1) S
Ground State -72.37374303721441 0.00 0.00
1st Excited St. -71.93165029166569 2.00 1.00
2nd Excite St. -71.04940418657981 6.00 2.00
3rd Excited St. -69.73057116467760 12.00 3.00
Highest St. 62.49999999999999 650.00 25.00
Table 4.4: Exact energy results for a closed-chain system with 10 spin 5/2 particles.
Energies were calculated using the translational-symmetry groups procedure.
Notice that the spin angular momenta for the 10 particle system for the ground-
state, first excited-state, second-excited state, and third excited-state are equal to
0, 1, 2, and 3, respectively. This is in perfect agreement with Taft's experimental
results. Also, if we define ci to be the energy difference between the ith excited-state
and the ground-state, we find that the following relationship is satisfied
Si(Si + 1)
Ei= xE 1 ,2 (4.10)
where Ei is equal to 0.44209275, or the energy difference between the first excited-
state and the ground-state (see table 4.5 ). Equation 4.10 indicates that the lowest
spin states obey the Land6 interval rule. Again, this is in complete agreement with
Taft's experimental findings.
We postulated that the ground-state energy and the excitation energy (Ei - Eo)
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N = 8 Matrix Dim. = 4535
Level Energy S(S+1) S
Ground State -58.11049536686424 0.00 0.00
1st Excited St. -57.57389599861990 2.00 1.00
2nd Excite St. -56.50211329157640 6.00 2.00
3rd Excited St. -54.89785516742482 12.00 3.00
Highest St. 49.99999999999996 420.00 20.00
N = 10 Spin = 5/2
Level Energy i E - EO S
Ground State -72.37374303721441 0.00000000 = 0 x E 0.00
1st Excited St. -71.93165029166569 0.44209275 = 1 x E1  1.00
2nd Excite St. -71.04940418657981 1.32433885 = 3 x E1  2.00
3rd Excited St. -69.73057116467760 2.64317187 = 6 x E1  3.00
Table 4.5: Lowest-lying spin states of the Ferric Wheel obey the Land6 interval rule.
can be expanded as
Eo/N = A + B/N + C/N 2 + DN 3  ...
(E - Eo) = a+b/N+c/N 2 +d/N +---+
where N is the number of particles in the system, and A, B, C, etc. are coefficients
to be determined. The following tables contain the first 4 coefficients for various spin
systems.
Level A B C D
Ground State -.4423847878 -.0208403480 -.6203141312 -.8726714880
(E1 - EO) .0025792007 4.4286834220 -2.530755369 3.0990179200(E2 - Eo) -.0083980932 6.6950579290 10.387444690 -20.1332276800
(E3 - Eo) -.0215550847 10.5107466000 -3.093362469 -26.4189702400
Table 4.6: Coefficients for energy expansion as a function of 1/N. Spin 1/2 closed
chains.
Level . A B C D
Ground State -1.4041485690 .1358342340 -1.756668397 -1.281165760
(E1 - EO) .3348667055 1.046058339 9.917302196 -13.83761136
(E2 - EO) .5984881613 8.204493772 9.286105691 -14.71956544(E3 - EO) -.02025873783 17.1751526800 3.3172189850 -94.774759520
Table 4.7: Coefficients for energy expansion as a function of 1/N. Spin 1 closed
chains.
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Level A B C D
Ground State -2.827404882 -.01144470400 -2.073994437 -2.566994560
(E1 - Eo) .08174055000 4.183200060 -3.851446640 7.2431904000(E2 - EO) .25759332170 12.21088303 -9.155027267 16.76000800
(E3 - Eo) -.00629110700 24.76539326 -13.58659958 -85.49726304
Table 4.8: Coefficients for energy expansion as a function of 1/N. Spin 3/2 closed
chains.
Level A B C D
Ground State -4.759011749 -.0305028700 -2.974555976 -3.036978240
(EA - Eo) .06410870500 4.1085720700 -2.650171960 4.760577600
(E2 - Eo) .17801751830 12.464071070 -8.342016173 14.549806400
(E3 - Eo) 1.6661663300 -6.951231320 234.21989600 -612.2945280
Table 4.9: Coefficients for energy expansion as a function of 1/N. Spin 2 closed
chains.
Level A B C D
Ground State -7.189748554 -.05609420500 -3.842957399 -3.58675568
(E1 - Eo) .04354895667 4.2072924400 -2.680273067 4.617280000
(E2 - Eo) .12715744830 12.6276538500 -7.900574173 13.42175840
(E3 - Eo) .24526445330 25.2595325600 -15.366063890 25.61480960
Table 4.10: Coefficients for energy expansion as a function of 1/N. Spin 5/2 closed
chains.
4.6 Comparison to Low-Temperature Experiments
Ideally, we would use the theoretical expression for the magnetic susceptibility6 to
fit the experimental data for the magnetic susceptibility gathered by Taft, and in
this way determine the coupling constant J for the Ferric Wheel. However, the
6 This expression is derived in the next section.
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experimental data provided by Taft for the low-temperature magnetic susceptibility
was not very realiable since it seems to contain large errors. Instead, we used the fact
that the crossover transition between the first-excited state and the ground-state was
observed to have occurred when the applied magnetic field was equal to 4.6 T, and
that the crossover transition between the second-excited state and the first-excited
state occurred when the applied magnetic field was equal to 9.2 T. The expression
which determines when the crossover transition between the S and S +1 states occurs
was given in chapter 1 and it is equal to
= JE(S + 1) - E(S) (4.11)
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where the coupling constant J was introduced since it had been set equal to 1 in our
energy calculations. Using expression 4.11 we obtain a coupling constant equal to
9.727 cm- 1 when the data for the 4.6 T crossover transition is used, and equal to
9.748 cm- 1 when the data for the 9.2 T crossover transition is used. The average
of these two values is 9.74 cm-1, which we take as the coupling constant for the
Ferric Wheel. This value is in complete agreement with Taft's previous calculations.
At high temperatures, his classical fit gave a coupling constant of 10 cm-1 . At low
temperatures, his quantum-mechanical fit, utilizing the energy levels of the 8 member
ring, yielded a coupling constant of 9.6 cm- 1. The error in Taft's low-temperature
coupling constant is 1.4 %.
4.7 Magnetic Susceptibility
The magnetic susceptibility for the system can be easily calculated once the energy
levels and the corresponding spin angular momenta have been determined. Let us first
derive the expression for the magnetic susceptibility and then proceed to compute its




where A is the Helmholtz free energy and H represents the applied magnetic field
which is set equal to 0. A is equal to
A= -kTln ( e-kT , (4.13)
i
where T is the temperature, k is Boltzman's constant which is equal to 1.38 x
10-23 J/K, and EiMZ represents the energy of the system which depend on the mag-
netic quantum number Mi, and which is given by EiM, = E o - gPBHM. In this
expression, PB is the Bohr magneton which is equal to 9.274 x 10-24 J/T, g is the
g-factor which is approximately equal to 2, and E o is the energy of the system when
the applied field is not present.
The first and second derivatives of A with respect to the applied field are equal to
(gY~mi)-El M-OA -kT (im 7T e kT an
OH - EMa
iMi e- kT
2 Ei M-02 A kT m , kT ) -+
OH2 -- --Ei M,
kT (Ei M k e- kT
kT (~M
respectively.
Setting H = 0 and noting that ZM = 0 gives us the expression for the magnetic
susceptibility as
2 2 i Mie E
X = kT (4.14)
to e kT
where E M was set equal to E o.
We can write this expression in terms of the spin angular momentum and the
energy of the system alone by noticing that s = !Si(Si + 1)(2Si + 1) and
E -si 1 = (2S + 1). Multiplying the magnetic susceptibility by Avogadro's num-
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ber, NA = 6.022 x 1023, gives us the molar magnetic susceptibility in emu units,
which can be written as




2 (3.752) E Si(Si + 1)(2Si + 1)e
3T i(2Si + e
3.752) 2 , (4.15)
where p was defined as
2 9 +2 Si(S 1)(2Si +1)e kT
Peff - Ei , (4.16)
EZ(2Sj + 1)e- kT
and (2, NA was replaced by its its numerical value of 3.752.
Figures 4-2 and 4-3 represent the magnetic susceptibilties as functions of temper-
ature for different sized, closed chains. The magnetic susceptibilities functions were
generated utilizing the lowest four energy levels for these systems and the calculated
coupling constant of 9.74 cm- 1 . Figure 4-4 represents7  f as a function of temper-
ature calculated using equation 4.16. Since only the lowest four energy levels were
included in this calculation, one can only determine x and p2 up to approximately
10 K. The third excited-state is at about 26 cm- 1 relative to the ground-state. This
corresponds to a temperature of about 35 K.
The reason why Taft's magnetic susceptibility as observed in figure 1-2 seems to
be smaller than the theoretical magnetic susceptibility determined using the exact
lowest-lying energy levels (fig. 4-3) at low temperatures is that Taft divided his ex-
perimental data by 10, the number of magnetic centers. Even when we divide our
magnetic suceptibility by 10, we observe that Taft's experimental value is still slightly
larger than ours (table 4.11). This is consistent with Taft's suggestion that at low
temperatures an impurity contributes to the observed experimental magnetic sus-
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7 In the figure U was used instead of p.




Figure 4-2: Magnetic Susceptibilities. Lowest curve correspond to a 6 particle system,
middle curve correspond to an 8 particle system, and highest curve correspond to a
10 particle system.
ceptibility. This impurity is therefore responsible for the plateau observed at about
5 K.
-Temperature (K) Experimental X (emu/mol) Theoretical X (emu/mol)
2.50 0.142 0.833 x0-'





Table 4. 11: Comparison between low-temperature experimental magnetic suscepti-
bility for the Ferric Wheel and its theoretical magnetic susceptibility. Taft et al.
experimental data.
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Magnetic Susceptibilityies for Spin 5/2 Closed-Chains
Figure 4-3: Magnetic Susceptibilities. Lowest curve correspond to a 6 particle system,





2 .Lowest curve correspond to a 6 particle system, middle curve

















1 2 3 5
Temperature (K)
i S
Temperature (K) Experimental pt2K Theoretical y2ff Impurity 21 ef
1.69 2.49 5.73 x10- 1  1.91
1.86 2.83 7.82 x10- 1  2.05
2.09 3.25 1.09 2.16
2.30 3.62 1.38 2.23
2.57 4.04 1.77 2.28
2.87 4.50 2.19 2.31
3.12 4.86 2.54 2.32
3.66 5.62 3.28 2.34
3.97 6.04 3.70 2.34
4.28 6.45 4.11 2.34
4.69 6.99 4.66 2.33
4.90 7.27 4.94 2.33
5.90 8.56 6.25 2.32
Table 4.12: Comparison between low-temperature experimental and theoretical PJ 2
for the Ferric Wheel. Taft et al. experimental data. The Impurity A42 was calculated





We have developed a new method for calculating the magnetic states of spin chain
systems that gives the lowest states quickly and easily. Open and closed-chain systems
can be treated with no difficulty. Although our programs were designed to compute
the lowest 4 magnetic states of closed chains, a simple modification of the programs
can take into account open chains, and more states can be computed if necessary.
The basic theory that we described in chapter 4 applies to any particular state in an
open or closed-chain system.
5.1 Computational Conclusions and Suggestions
for Further Work
There are a number of ways of improving our current routines. One way would be
to further investigate how group theory can be better implemented in order to take
full advantage of the symmetric properties of the system. Another way would be
to develop a good search routine for a linked list. Since we did not have a search
routine, we had to store the identity of each translational-symmetry group in a very
large array called Group, the entries of which can be accessed randomly. An array
is advantageous because random access of its entries is a very fast process. However,
this large array wastes a lot of memory because most of its entries are never used.
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Only those entries in the array corresponding to the translational-symmetry groups
present in the system are set equal to 1. All other entries are automatically set equal
to 0. The kets chosen as representative for each translational-symmetry group are
assigned identification numbers as described in section 4.1.2. For example, assuming
that ket [5 5 -5 -5] has been assigned the value 1 and ket [5 -5 5 -5] has been assigned
the value 16, then Group[1] and Group[16] are set equal to 1. But the entries in an
array are labelled sequentially and the representative kets are not. Therefore, entries
Group[2], Group[3], ... , Group[15], exist but they are never used. This is the reason
why most of the memory allocated for the array Group is wasted. A linked list would
eliminate this problem.
It is possible to extend our translational-symmetry groups procedure in order to
obtain approximate results for the energy levels of spin systems. The error associated
with the calculated energies is not too large and the amount of work and memory
required to obtain results is substantially decreased. The approximation procedure
improves as the size of the chain increases. This is important in the case of systems
containing a large number of magnetic centers because, for those systems, the dimen-
sions of the resulting Hamiltonian matrices can be very large even after implementing
the translational-symmetry groups procedure. We discovered that, for the lowest spin
states, the most important kets to keep are those that are "strictly antiferromagnetic"
and those that are closely related to them. For example, for a closed-chain system
containing 4 spin 5/2 particles, the most important states are [5 -5 5 -5], [3 -3 3 -3],
[1 -1 1 -1] and all the states that can be obtained by acting once or twice with the
raising and lowering operators on these kets. Acting on [3 -3 3 -3] with the raising and
lowering operators yields [5 -5 3 -3] and [1 -1 3 -3]. We can call [5 -5 5 -5], [3 -3 3 -3]
and [1 -1 1 -1] the parent kets and all the kets that result from acting on these kets
with the raising and lowering operators the children kets. Acting on the children
kets with the raising and lowering operators produces the grandchildren kets. We
found that the most important kets are the parent kets, followed by the children kets,
and then the grandchildren kets, and so forth. Also, the more important children
kets are those that can be obtained from the greatest number of parents. For ex-
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ample, [1 -1 3 -3] can be generated from both parent kets [1 -1 1 -1] and [3 -3 3 -3].
But [1 1 -1 -1] can only be generated from [1 -1 1 -1]. Therefore, [1 -1 3 -3] is a more
important child ket.
One advantage of this approximation procedure is that it allows us to specify be-
forehand how big we desire the final Hamiltonian matrix to be. As soon as enough
offspring have been produced, the program stops. It is possible to run the program
several times, at each run increasing the dimension of the resultant Hamiltonian ma-
trix and monitoring the improvement in the energies. This procedure is faster than
the density-matrix renormalization group and the translational-symmetry groups pro-
cedures.
Observe in table 5.1 that as the length of the chain increases, a larger reduction in
the dimension of the resulting Hamiltonian matrices is achievable while maintaining
the error in the calculated energy levels nearly constant. Also, the relative errors for
the different energy levels are very similar.
N: 4 Dim: 12 N: 6 Dim: 90 N: 8 Dim: 1003
Reduction: 40 % 61 % 78 %
Energy Error Energy Error Energy Error
-29.5782586 1.41 x10- 2 -43.4541662 1.09 x10- 2 -57.4965527 1.06 x10-2
-28.9244501 2.61 x10- 3 -43.1038235 3.22 x10- 3 -57.3176974 4.45 x10-3
-26.5671515 1.60 x10- 2 -41.3099915 1.31 x10- 2 -55.7308450 1.37 x10-2
-23.7514481 1.04 x10- 2 -39.4318033 8.95 x10- 3 -54.2675706 1.15 x10-2
Table 5.1: Lowest 4 energy levels for spin 5/2 closed-chain systems calculated using
the translational-symmetry groups approximation procedure. The tabulated errors
are relative errors defined as .AE
Table 5.2 shows that the relative errors in the energies are very small even after a
50 % reduction or more has been achieved.
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N: 6 Dim: 115 N: 8 Dim: 2000
Reduction: 50 % 56 %
State Energy Error Energy Error
Ground St. -43.6981966 5.38 x10- 3 -58.0151042 1.64 x 10-3
1st Ex. St. -43.2129895 6.95 x10- 4 -57.5494671 4.24 x10~4
2nd Ex. St. -41.5630476 7.10 x10- 3 -56.4091367 1.65 X10-3
3rd Ex. St. -39.6671298 3.03 x10- 3 -54.8186891 1.44 x10-3
Table 5.2: Energy levels for spin 5/2 closed-chain systems calculated using the
translational-symmetry groups approximatiQn procedure. The tabulated errors are
relative errors defined as 9 .
5.2 Conclusions with Respect to the Ferric Wheel
Comparison with Taft's data shows that
" The Ferric Wheel is a Heisenberg anti-ferromagnet with a coupling constant J
equal to 9.7 cm- from both low-temperature and high-temperature data.
" An impurity seems to contribute to the magnetic susceptibility at low temper-
atures.
" Taft's quantum-treatment of the Ferric Wheel utilizing the energy levels of the
8 member antiferromagnetic ring, is a reasonably good model for the magnetic
susceptibility. The coupling constant J for the low-temperature data, found




A.0.1 Magnetic Susceptibility Equation in Closed Form




Before we can proceed to write this expression in closed form, we need two important





The first of these equations is obtained as




The second of these equations is derived in a similar manner,
N
U-i += U-I+U-2+U-3+ +U-N
= 1+U- z(1 + U1 + U- 2 + U-N) - U-(N+1)
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and upon rearranging, we get
N U- _ -(N+l)
Eu- = (U)
iO
S _ -(N+1 l)
1- U
Now we can proceed to write (A.1) in closed form:
N 0







( ( I ) )((I - ui) +(1





- U (1 - uN+1)(1- U)2
N+1 N
a
_ _ u uU 0=
which can be written as





XN(1 2 kT/Y22B) = U111 - (N + 1) (1 + u)(I - U)
1 U N+1




A.0.2 Magnetic Energy Low-Temperature Expansion
In order to be able to write down the low-temperature expansion for the magnetic
internal energy, we need to find first expressions for the expansion of the coth function
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for ferromagnets and antiferromagnets.
For a ferromagnet (J > 0), we have
(J'\ eJ/2kT + e-J/2kT
coth 2kT eJ/2kT 
- e-J/2kT
This expression can easily be expanded tol
coth (2T) (I + e-JkT) ( -± e--J/kT + e- 2J/kT _




K = -1 + 2kT/J - 2e-kT - 2 e 2J/kT + ---
The expansion for an antiferromagnet (J < 0) is handled the same way except
that this time JI should be used instead, and the previous expansion for the coth
function should be multiplied by -1 since
Joth - C-eJI/2kT + eIJI/2kT
coth 2kT e-lJ/2kT 
- eIJI/2kT
(1 + e-JI/kT )
-(1 e-JI/kT)
A.0.3 Distribution Formula
In this section we consider the combinatorial problem of distributing k objects into
n cells with a limit of no more than ±m objects per cell.
The Generating formula is given by
(X-"'+--- + X')( '+ + 2")--(;"+ -- -+ XM)
We are interested in the homogeneous component of degree k.
1The expansion 1'X = 1 + x 2 + x3 + . . ., where x < 1, was used.
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eJ/2kT + e-J/kT)







Setting x1 = Xn= x, we get














x - 1 J (n -1+ j I,
the coefficient of xk+nm in
n x i(2m+1)(_ i Ez








(n_ 1+k+nm- (2m + 1)i
n - 1
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N: 6 8 10 12 14
Dim: 20 70 252 924 3432
-2.493577133888 -3.374932598688 -4.258035207283 -5.142090632841 -6.026724661862
-2.001995356899 -2.982240487763 -3.930673589502 -4.861147937036 -5.780492604462
-1.421461541389 -2.503729069378 -3.527043571617 -4.513290950278 -5.475349847973
-1.185226918986 -2.333803864496 -3.396198268988 -4.407829172928 -5.387542317292
-1.014207027617 -2.108129356272 -3.168150829262 -4.191629523191 -5.189520631410
-0.872788750526 -2.056757601772 -3.150522107542 -4.188262718398 -5.186447914748
-0.750000000000 -1.917207109170 -3.021594455406 -4.074062511587 -5.089024594401
-0.616025403784 -1.848833618128 -2.951230033215 -4.009912795647 -5.028280176086
-0.485341709936 -1.831613499813 -2.887498463899 -3.918424560914 -4.929365519832
-0.250000000000 -1.674706366438 -2.800874006051 -3.873124930237 -4.905389070119
-0.106088016528 -1.645204630322 -2.729851254906 -3.791752107955 -4.824489317305
0.042998890395 -1.465666360108 -2.709124428889 -3.710636559237 -4.763936947739
0.250000000000 -1.424415260803 -2.613495182244 -3.703810002025 -4.751204768086
0.382357147695 -1.395010874614 -2.585804670026 -3.701339711595 -4.716249716683
0.656803251324 -1.228273981544 -2.544736482750 -3.605552375634 -4.652627009745
0.750000000000 -1.225632981040 -2.527561848048 -3.580792602919 -4.610508234307
0.784892069403 -1.120981892151 -2.418130852040 -3.577430053918 -4.605611681373
0.963635096951 -1.038104118858 -2.353867194679 -3.539597311897 -4.556809389519
1.116025403784 -0.996691622026 -2.349109969119 -3.443620211357 -4.508101778589
1.250000000000 -0.982762657352 -2.292156132681 -3.443495778124 -4.504310936201
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Spin = 1
N 4 6 8 10
Dim 19 141 1107 8953
-4.64575131106459 -7.37027496942462 -10.12463722235888 -12.89456013221097
-4.13658152134851 -7.06248941077253 -9.92275854832010 -12.75622919691648
-2.79128784747792 -6.01853339744504 -9.04914106101232 -11.99072610774711
-2.61803398874990 -5.83601252972240 -8.89788012440904 -11.86911757196649
-2.24056591960714 -5.65141641764678 -8.80438293007292 -11.82274549505558
-2.00000000000000 -5.42360444388339 -8.59709109317648 -11.64372708281430
-1.61803398874990 -5.08744325020910 -8.30156595338495 -11.37729705553597
-1.00000000000000 -5.06973850467911 -8.19804618669176 -11.25691689743555
-0.75943408039286 -4.85451946311249 -8.08296593449070 -11.20003466339804
-0.41421356237309 -4.65400215920796 -7.91837615776043 -11.04345232944681
-0.38196601125011 -4.54681190536670 -7.76298242303958 -10.86495043051582
-0.00000000000000 -4.36992715633675 -7.70367281948947 -10.80697826559549
0.61803398874989 -4.33066548999866 -7.67723596450825 -10.80099022647179
0.64575131106459 -4.18575535385298 -7.65059032057669 -10.75658567191014
1.00000000000000 -4.08687756976006 -7.57210066630695 -10.71776336874256
1.13658152134851 -3.96651720954119 -7.55096839432198 -10.68397345291617
1.79128784747792 -3.92937609687807 -7.45629305104081 -10.63532972864157
2.41421356237309 -3.89357540835289 -7.43039462817887 -10.58976579955323






















































































































































































N: 6 8 10 12 14
Dim: 20 70 252 924 3432
-2.802775637732 -3.651093408937 -4.515446354492 -5.387390917445 -6.263549533547
-2.118033988750 -3.128419063845 -4.092207346739 -5.031543403742 -5.956443823979
-1.500000000000 -2.699628148275 -3.770597435408 -4.777389333701 -5.748062672690
-1.280776406404 -2.458738508895 -3.543279374313 -4.569374410805 -5.558562833118
-1.280776406404 -2.458738508895 -3.543279374313 -4.569374410805 -5.558562833118
-1.000000000000 -2.145148373921 -3.246164916733 -4.297688546560 -5.311721075174
-1.000000000000 -2.145148373921 -3.246164916733 -4.297688546560 -5.311721075174
-0.500000000000 -1.854637679718 -2.975931869054 -4.070529325964 -5.113795431998
-0.500000000000 -1.854637679718 -2.891236100351 -4.000600429597 -5.062405493561
-0.500000000000 -1.801937735805 -2.891236100351 -4.000600429597 -5.062405493561
-0.000000000000 -1.707106781187 -2.886286924510 -3.944334243744 -4.979072434368
-0.000000000000 -1.707106781187 -2.886286924510 -3.944334243744 -4.979072434368
0.118033988750 -1.618033988750 -2.780490100408 -3.874179327624 -4.936721105457
0.500000000000 -1.618033988750 -2.780490100408 -3.874179327624 -4.936721105457
0.780776406404 -1.267035098361 -2.767634884836 -3.791446752236 -4.812570641289
0.780776406404 -1.267035098361 -2.767634884836 -3.791446752236 -4.812570641289
0.802775637732 -1.201639675723 -2.514299479211 -3.660794281753 -4.729932330572
1.000000000000 -1.144122805635 -2.514299479211 -3.660794281753 -4.729932330572
1.000000000000 -1.144122805635 -2.487662857976 -3.637406425177 -4.692964461367
1.500000000000 -1.000000000000 -2.487662857976 -3.637406425177 -4.674662985173
93
Spin = 1
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* This program assigns a numerical value for the Ket for any spin *
* value and any Sz subspace. *
#include"Main. h"
double Ketvalue(int *Ket,float Spin, unsigned N, float Sz)
{
int P, P2 = 0, j, *Ktmp, i, n, n2, limitl, limitup; 10
double C, Ulimit, Lbound , Ubound, Value;
Ktmp = get vector space(N);
if (ceil(Spin) != Spin){




n (int) (Spin*N + fabs(Sz)); 20
P = 0;
}
if (Sz < 0)
P2 = 1 ;
for ( j = 1; j <= N ; ++j)
Ktmp[j] = (int) (pow(-1,P2) * (1 / pow(2,P) * Ket[j] + Spin));
for (i = 1; i <= (N -2); ++i) { 30
Ulimit = 0.0;
99
limitl = (int) (2*Spin);
limitup = (int) Ktmp[i];
for (j = limitl j >=
n2 = n - j;




limitup ; -- j ){
n2 , N - i , (int) (2*Spin));
40
I
if (i == 1){ /* Initialization. */
Ubound = Ulimit;
Lbound = Ulimit - C + 1;
I
else{
Lbound += Ulimit - C;
Ubound = Lbound + C - 1;
I
n = (n - Ktmp[i]);
if (n == 0)
break;
I













int min( int x, int y){
int z;








* This program generates a Baseket for any spin and any number of particles *
* specified by the user. *
#include "Main.h"
int *GBasis(unsigned N, float Spin, double Ketvalue, float Sz)
{
register unsigned long j, i; 10
unsigned P, n, Nsp;
int *Ket, limiti, limitup,Rem;
char *indicator - "off", *Switch = "off";
double C, Trk, Ktv;
Ket = get vectorspace(N);
if (ceil(Spin) != Spin ){




n (unsigned) (Spin*N +fabs(Sz));
P 0;
}
if (N == 1)
if (Ketvalue != 1)
printf("Error: Ketvalue exceeds space dimensions! \n"); 30
else { / *Search to find out if Sz is a valid value. */
for (j = 1 ; j <= ceil((2*Spin+1)/2) ; ++j)
if ( fabs(Sz) == Spin*pow(2,P)-(j-1)*pow(2,P)){
indicator = "on";
break; }





"Error: Passed Sz value is not obtainable in this configuration! \n");
}
else {
if (Sz < 0)
Switch = "on";
else
Switch = "of f 50
Nsp = (unsigned) (Spin * 2);
101
Ktv = Ketvalue;
C = Distribution(n, N, Nsp);
if (Ketvalue > C)
printf("Error: Ketvalue exceeds subspace dimensions! \n");
else {
Rem= 0; 60
for (i 1; i <= (N-1); ++i) {
Trk = 0;
limitl = (int) (n - Rem - Nsp);
limitup = (int) (n - Rem);
if (limiti < 0)
limitl = 0;
for (j = limitl ; j <= limitup ; ++j){ 70
C = Distribution(j, N - i ,Nsp);
Trk += C;
if ( fabs(Trk - Ktv) < le-10 Trk > Ktv) {
Ket[i]=(int) (n-Rem-j);
Rem += Ket[i];
Ktv += (C - Trk);
break;
} 80}





* Mapping to obtain apporpiate Ket entries, converting to positive and *
* negative integers. *
90
for (j=1; j <= N ; ++j)
Ket[j]=(int) (pow(2,P)*Ket[j] - Nsp / pow(2,(1-P)));
if (Switch == "on"){









* This program Generates the matrix representation for an Open/ Close Chain *
* with nearest neighbor exchange interaction. It is good for any spin *
* system. *
* This version(Exp) store all the relevant information needed to construct *





double Ketvalue(int *Ket,float Spin,unsigned N,float Sz);
double Distribution(unsigned n,unsigned N ,unsigned k);
double fact(int);
int min( int x, int y);
int *get vector space(int n);







double Dim = 0.0,Partition,cct,Fractiontask,MxelemtValue,L;
int L2,*Ket,*Ktemp,k,j,i,index2,ChainCounter;
Ket = getvector space(N);
ofp = fopen("Maple. data","w"); 30
ofp2 = fopen("Limits","w");
printf(" Enter the number of particles in the system >
scanf("%u", &N);
printf("\n Enter the Spin of particles in the system as a float> ");
scanf("%f ", &Spin);
printf("\n What kind of chain are you considering ? Enter 1 for Open or 2
for Closed > " ); 40
scanf("%int", &Chain);
n = (unsigned) N * Spin + (1/2) * ((int)(2 * Spin) % 2 ) * (N % 2);
Sz = 0;
Dim = Distribution(n, N, 2*Spin);
printf("Xs %20g \n",
" The dimensions of the Hamiltonian matrix will be: ",Dim);
103
R = Spin * (Spin+ 1); 50
* Evaluation of Matrix elements. *
if ((ceil(Spin) == Spin) 11 (N%2 0))


















for (j = 1; j <= L; j++) { 80
Counter = 0;
/ * User message update.***************************************/
if ((j % (int) Fraction) == 0) {
cct++;
task = ceil((cct/Partition)*100);










/* Diagonal Matrix elements. */
for (i = 1; i <= L2; i++) { 100
index2 = 1 + (i%N);





/*Off Diagonal Matrix elements. */
Mxelemt = 0;
Ktemp = get-vector-space(N); 110
for (i=1; i<= L2; i++){
/*Raising/Lowering action. */
index2 = 1 + (i%N);
if (Ket[i]*Coef < 1*Spin && Ket[index2]*Coef > -Spin){
for (k=1; k <= N; k++)
Ktemp[k] = Ket[k];
120
Ktemp[i] = (int)( (1/Coef)*(Ket[i]*Coef+1));
Ktemp[index2] = (int)( (1/Coef)*(Ket[index2]*Coef-1));
Value = Ketvalue(Ktemp,Spin,N,Sz);
if (Value > j){
Mxelemt = pow((R - (Coef*Ket[i]+1)*( Ket[i]*Coef)),(0.5))/2;
Mxelemt = Mxelemt*
pow ((R- (Coef*Ket[index2] -1) * (Coef*Ket[index2])),(0.5));





/*Lowering/Raising action. */ 140
if (Ket[i]*Coef>(-1*Spin) && Ket[index2] *Coef<Spin){






Mxelemt = pow((R-(Coef*Ket[i]-1)*(Coef*Ket[i])),(0.5))/2; 150
Mxelemt = Mxelemt*
pow ((R- (Coef*Ket[index2] +1) * (Coef*Ket [index2])),(0.5));












All the relevant information for the construction of the matrix",
representation for the Hamiltonian has been stored in Maple.data",






* This routine identifies the corresponding Ket passed as a parameter. If *
* a new kind of symmetric element is encoutered, it is placed in the array *
* Group whose location corresponds to an identification number obtained by *
* utilizing the Ketvalue routine. Several manipulating techniques are em- *
* in order to assure that the symmetric proprerties of the Ket are identifi-*





int *PreferredKet(int *St_Ket,int *Ktemp,int site);
unsigned long Label(int *Ket)
{
int j, *Location, site, *St_Ket, *Ktemp;
extern float Spin;
unsigned long Value; 20
extern int Inx;
/ * Search through Ket in order to figure out how many times
106





for(j = 2 ; j <= Location[1]; j++){
site Location[j + 1];
Ktemp = Standarized ket(Ket,site)
StKet = PreferredKet(StKet,Ktemp, site);
}
40
Value = (unsigned long) (Ketvalue(StKet,Spin,N,O));
if (Value > MAXDIM)






int j ,c ,* Orientation,*Locationminimal, absolutevaluecnt = 1;
int prod = 0,Sz_mag,k;
Sz-mag = ceil((Spin*2 + 1)/2); /* Number of positive Sz values. */
Orientation = calloc(Sz-mag, sizeof(int));
for(j = 1 ; j <= N; j++){
c = abs(Ket[j]); 60
for ( k = 0 ; k < Szmag; k++) {
if ( c == (Spin - k)/Coef)
++Orientation[k];
}
for(j = 0; j < Szmag; j++){ 70
if (Orientation[j] == 0)
Orientation[j] = 100;
I
/ * Determine which Orientation is represented the least. */
minimal = 0;
for( j = 1 ; j < Sz-mag ; j++)
107
if (Orientation[j] < Orientation[minimal])
minimal = j ; 80
if (Orientation[minimal] == N){ /* Special cases.
for(j = 1; j <= N; j++)
prod += Ket[j] * Ket[ (j % N) + 1] <= 0;
if ( prod == N){
if (Ket[1] < 0 ){









else if (prod == (N - 2)){ 100
Location = get vector space(2);
Location[1] = 1;
for( j = 1 ; j <= N; j++){
prod = Ket[j] * Ket[( j % N) + 1];
if (prod < 0){
if (Ket[j] < 0 )









Location = get-vectorspace(Orientation[minimal] + 1);
Location[1] = Orientation [minimal];
120
absolute-value = (Spin - minimal)/Coef;
for (j = 1 ; j <= N; j++)




else if (Ket[j] = -1 * absolutevalue){
++cnt;




























* The programs in this directory generate the Reduced Hamiltonian for a close *
* chain system of N antiferromagnetic particles with Heisenberg antiferromag- *
* netic nearest neighbor exchange interaction. The Ground State or First Ex- *
* cited state (as specified by the user) are utilized as the reference state *








/ *********** Parameters ************/ 20
R = Spin*(Spin + 1);
if (floor(Spin) == Spin)
{ Coef =1;
factor = (int) Spin;
}
else
{ Coef = 0.5;
factor = (int) (2*Spin);
} 30
if ( N % 2 == 0 && (N/2) % 2 == 1)

















printf("\n Enter the number of particles in the system >
do { 60
scanf("%d", &N);
if (error = (N <= 0))
printf("Y.s 
",
"\n Enter the number of particles (it must be a positive integer!)> ");} while (error);




if (error = (Spin <= 0))
printf("Xs %s",
"\n Enter the Spin of then particles (it must be a
"nonnegative integer or Half-integer! >
} while (error);
printf("\n What Representation would you like to consider























* External (global) Variables *










/ * Initialize Remlist */
Ketvalue(int *Ket,float Spin,unsigned N,float Sz);
long Label(int *);
Distribution(unsigned n,unsigned N ,unsigned k);
fact(int);
*Standarized ket(int *Ket,int site);
*Especialcase(int *Ket);
min( int x, int y);
*get vector space(int n);
Generator(void);









* Needed functions Prototypes. *















/* The basic queue routines. */
void initialize(queue *q)
{
q -> cnt =0;
q -> front NULL;







d =p -> front -> d;
p = p -> front;










p -> d = d;
p -> next = NULL;
if (!empty(q)) {
q -> rear -> next =p;
q -> rear =p;
I
else
q -> front = q -> rear p;
q -> cnt++; 40
}
data front(const queue *q)
{
112
return ( q -> front -> d);
}
boolean empty(const queue *q) 50
{
return((boolean) ( q -> cnt == EMPTY));
I
boolean full(const queue *q)
{
return ((boolean) ( q -> cnt == FULL));
I
Queue.h






typedef unsigned int data; 10
typedef enum {false,true} boolean;




typedef struct elem elem;
20
struct queue {
int cnt; / * A count of the elements. */
elem *front; /* Ptr to the fornt element. */
elem *rear; /* Ptr to the rear element. */
I;
typedef struct queue queue;
void initialize(queue *q); 30
void enqueue(data d, queue *q);
data dequeue(queue *q);
data front(const queue *q);
boolean empty(const queue *q);
boolean full(const queue *q);
113
Queueifns.h














d = q -> front -> d;
p =q -> front;













-> d = d;
-> next = NULL;
(!empty(q)) {
q -> rear -> next = p;
q -> rear =p;
I
else
q -> front = q -> rear=p;
q -> cnt++;
I
data front(const queue *q)
I
return ( q -> front -> d);
I
boolean empty(const queue *q)
{








boolean full(const queue *q)
{
return ((boolean) ( q -> cnt == FULL));}
Standarizedket.c
/* Determine the standard representation of ket passed as parameter. */
#include"Main.h"




/* Determine for each site whether reading should be forward (+) 10







for(j = 1 ; j <= floor( (N - 1) / 2) ; j++) {
index = (site2 + j) % ( N +1) + floor((site2 + j)/(N +1));
/* index2 = (site2 + N - j) - N * floor((site2 + N - j) / (N +1)); */
index2 = (site2 + N - j ) % ( N +1) + floor( (site2 + N - j) / (N + 1));
if(coef*Ket[index1] < coef*Ket[index2]) {
direction = -1; / * seeks positive values and causes minimization */
/* of stored ket value */
/* direction = 1; seeks negative values */
break; 30
}
else if(coef*Ket [index1] > coef*Ket[index2]){
direction = 1; / * seeks for positive values and causes minimization */
/* of stored ket value */




stket = getvector space(N); 40
stket[1] = coef*Ket[site2];
if (direction == -1)
for( j = 1; j <= (N - 1); j++){
index = (site2 + N - j ) % ( N +1) + floor( (site2 + N - j) / (N + 1));
115
stket[j + 1] = coef*Ket[index];
}
else
for( j = 1; j <= (N - 1); j++){
index = (site2 + j) % (N + 1) + floor((site2 + j)/(N + 1)); 50






/* Factorial function. */
double fact( int n)
{
register double product=1;






* Allocates enough memory for a requested vector *
* and offsets the pointer so that vector index *
* starts at 1. *
#include <stdlib.h>
int *get-vector space(int n)
f 10
int *vector;
vector = calloc(n, sizeof(int));





* This program evaluates the corresponding mx element contained in Equation *
* and writes then into a filed called RedMx.dat to be read into the matlab *





int j,Label,cntr = 0, Id 1, cnt = 0,k;
double Mxelement;
extern FILE *ofp;







if ( cntr == 0)
fprintf(ofp," %20i \n", cntr);
else{
for ( j = 1; j <= cntr ; j++)
if ( fabs(Equation[j]) > le-12)
++cnt;
fprintf(ofp," %20i \n", cnt);
for ( k = 1; k <= cntr; k++){
Label = Group[ Identity[k]];
Mxelement = Equation[k];
if ( fabs(Mxelement) > le-12){
fprintf(ofp," %20i \n", Label);











/*This program calculates the number of possible arragements for a system
of N particles and spin = Spin.
*1
#include"Main.h





for (i=0 ; i<= (int)floor(n/(k+1)); ++i){
NumStates = NumStates +
(pow(-1,i)) * fact(N) / (fact(N-i) * fact(i)) *







* Obtain all the locations with positive orientations and record their numb-*
* ber of neighbors with post. orientations. Only those with greatest number *




extern int N; 10
int j,*Location;
Location = get-vector space( N +1);
Location[1] = N;
for (j = 1 ; j <= N; j++)
if (Ket[j] > 0)
Location[j+1] = j;
else







* This program generates all corresponding kets that will form the basis for *
* the Reduced Hamiltonian Mx. representation. The Matrix elements are also *
* computed as the base kets are generated and these are written out to an *







extern FILE *ofp, *ifp;
extern queue Remlist;




/* Open for writing */
/* Contains Mx.Dimension */
Ket = get-vector-space(N);
for(j = 1; j <= N; ++j)









/ *** User progress info. ***/
if(Counter % 100 == 0)






/* Initialize Remlist */
/ * push an int on the queue. */
-- Equation;
Identity = get vector space(2*N);
value = dequeue(&Remlist);
Ket = GBasis(N,Spin,value,0);
/ *** Write out Diagonal Matrix Element. *
Mxelement = 0.0;
for (j = 1 ; j <= N; j++)
Mxelement += Ket[j] * Ket[j % N +1];
Mxelement *= Coef * Coef;











* This program acts on the ket passed as a parameter in order to find the *
* Raising and Lowering action of the Heisenberg Hamiltonian on this ket. *





















Ktemp = getvector space(N);
for(i = 1; i <= N; ++i){
/ *** Raising/Lowering action *
index2 = 1 + (i % N);






for (k =1; k <= N; k++)
Ktemp[k] = Ket[k]; 30
x = Ket[i]*Coef;
y = Ket[index2]*Coef;
Ktemp[i] = (int) (( x + 1) / Coef);
Ktemp[index2] = (int) (( y - 1) / Coef);
/ *****************************************************************
*These need to be inverted (they are actually lowering/ Raising.)*
40
Mxelemt = pow((R - x * (x + 1)) * (R - y * (y - 1)) , 0.50) / 2
Value = Label(Ktemp);






for(k = 1; k <= 2*N; ++k) 50




if( poS == O){
for( k = 1; k <= 2*N; ++k)
if ( Identity[k] == 0 ) {
pos = k;




if (Tag == 1)
Equation[pos] += Mxelemt;
else
if ( Inx > 0) 70
Equation[pos] += pow(-1,Inx + 1) * Mxelemt;
else
Equation[pos] += pow(-1,-1*Inx) * Mxelemt;
else
if (Tag == 1)
if ( Inx > 0)
Equation[pos] += pow(-1,Inx + 1) * Mxelemt;
else 80





/ *** Lowering/Raising action ***/ 90
if (Ket[i] *Coef> (- 1*Spin) && Ket[index2]*Coef< Spin){
for (k =1; k <= N; ++k)
Ktemp[k] = Ket[k];
x = Ket[i] * Coef;
y = Ket[index2] * Coef;
Ktemp[i] = (int) ((x - 1) / Coef);
Ktemp[index2] = (int) ((y + 1)/ Coef); 100
/ ********************************************************/
Mxelemt = pow((R - x * (x - 1)) * (R - y * (y + 1)) , 0.50) / 2;
Value Label(Ktemp);






for(k = 1; k <= 2*N; ++k)




if( pos == 0){
for( k = 1; k <= 2*N; ++k) 120






if (Tag == 1) 130
Equation[pos] += Mxelemt;
else
if (Inx > 0)
Equation[pos] += pow(-1,Inx + 1) * Mxelemt;
else
122
Equation[pos] += pow(-1 * Mxelemt;
else
if (Tag == 1) 140
if (Inx > 0)
Equation[pos] += pow(-1,Inx + 1) * Mxelemt;
else












* This set of programs compute the Angular Momentum Square for a *
* state stored in a file named ~IState. It is assumed that this *
* state is an eigenstate of St^2 ( the total angular momentum *






int *Ket, j, cnt = 0;
char *Home = "/State";
char *Ket Id = "/KetsIds";




if ( N % 2 == 0 && (N/2) % 2 == 1){
123















} while ( fabs(Coeficient) <= 0.1 );
rewind(ifp);
/ * Search Ids in order to figure out the corresponding Ket identity */
for (j = 1 ; j <= cnt ; j++)
fscanf(ifp2,"%lu", &Id);
rewind(ifp2);
Ket = GBasis(N, Spin, Id, Sz);
AngularmtmAction(Ket, N, Spin, Coeficient);
fclose(ifp);
fclose(ifp2);
Angular MomentumSq /= Coeficient;












printf("\n Enter the number of particles
do {





if ((error = (N <= 0)))
printf("Xs ", 80
"\n Enter the number of particles (it must be a positive integer!)> ");
} while (error);
printf("\n Enter the Spin of the particles in the system (as a float!) >
do {
scanf("'f ", &Spin);
error = (Spin <= 0);
if ( error )
printf("s %s",
"\n Enter the Spin of then particles (it must be a positive" , 90
"nonnegative integer or Half-integer! > ");
} while (error);
printf("\n What Representation are you considering ? ");












for( j = 0 ; j < Id; ++j)
fscanf(ifp, "%f" , &Coeficient);
rewind(ifp);
if(Selection == 0)
if (Tag == 1)
AngularMomentumSq += Coeficient * Mxelement;
else { 120
if (Inx > 0)
AngularMomentumSq += pow(-1,Inx + 1) * Coeficient * Mxelement;
else
AngularMomentumSq += pow(-1,-1*Inx) * Coeficient * Mxelement;
}
else
if (Tag ==1) {
if (Inx > 0) 130
AngularMomentumSq += pow(-1,Inx + 1) * Coeficient * Mxelement;
125
else
AngularMomentumSq += pow(-l,-1*Inx) * Coeficient * Mxelement;
I
else











* External (global) Variables * 10
float Spin;





* Needed functions Prototypes. *
double Ketvalue(int *Ket, float Spin, unsigned N,float Sz);
double fact(int n);
double Distribution(unsigned n, unsigned N, unsigned k);
int GetBasicInfo(void);
int *GBasis(unsigned N, float Spin, double Ketvalue, float Sz);
int *Especial case(int *Ket);
int *Standarized ket(int *Ket,int site); 30
int AngularmtmAction(int *Ket, int N, float Spin,float coef);
int *get-vector space(int n);
int find(unsigned long Id);
void ReadValue(int Id, float Mxelment);
unsigned long Label(int *Ket);
AngularmtmAction.c
/*** * *** ** * ** ** *** ** * * **** * **** ** * ** ** **
*All the kets that are connected by means of the Angular Momentum action *
*to the ket passed to this function as a formal parameter are calculated *
126
*and identified with a unique value using the Ketvalue function. This is *
*done in order to identify the angular momentum of the wavefn. formed by *
*linear combination of the product kets. *
#include "Angular-mtm.h"
10





* Basic parameters in order to obtain * 20
* the angular momentum action. *
Coef = ((int)(Spin*100) % 100 == 0.0) ? 1.00 0.50;
R - Spin * (Spin +1);
Ktemp = get vector space(N);
* Sz*Sz component of Ang. Momentum Sq. *
** *************************************/ 30
for (i = 1; i < N; ++i){




Szprod += N*(Spin)*(Spin + 1);
AngularMomentumSq += Coeficient*Szprod; /*Initialization of Angmtmt */
40
* Raising/ Lowering Action *
for (i = 1; i < N; ++i){
for (j = i + 1 ; j <= N; ++j){
for (k = 1; k <= N; ++k)
Ktemp[k] = Ket[k]; 50
if(Ket[i]*Coef < Spin && Ket[j]*Coef > -1*Spin){
x = Ket[i]*Coef;
Ktemp[i] = (int) ((x + 1)/Coef);
y = Ket[j]*Coef;
Ktemp[j] = (int) ((y - 1)/ Coef);
127
1 *
printf(" For Ktemp = \n"); 60
for ( m = 1 ; m <= N; m++)




/ * printf(" Id = %lu and Location = %u \n", Id, location); */
*These need to be inverted (they are actually lowering/ Raising.) * 70
Mxelment = pow((R - x * (x+1)) * (R - y * (y -1)), .50);
ReadValue(location,Mxelment);
}}}
* Lowering/Raising action * 80
for (i= 1; i < N; ++i){
for (j = i + 1; j <= N; ++j){
for (k = 1 ; k <= N; ++k)
Ktemp[k] = Ket[k];
if (Ket[i]*Coef>(-1*Spin) && Ket[j]*Coef < Spin){ 90
x = Ket[i] * Coef;
Ktemp[i] = (int) ((x - 1)/ Coef);
y = Ket[j] * Coef;
Ktemp[j] = (int) ((y + 1)/Coef);
printf(" For Ktemp =\n");
for ( m =1 ; m <= N; m++)





/ * printf(" Id = %lu and Location = %u \n", Id, location); */









* This subroutine search file Ids to determine the location of the generated *
* ket so that its coeficient can be read off from the file named State. *
int find(unsigned long Id)
{
extern FILE *ifp2;
unsigned long Ket id;
int proceed = 1, location = 0; 130
while(proceed) {
fscanf(ifp2, "Xlu" , &Ket-id);
++location;








D.2 Programs for the Approximation Procedure
GBasis.ms
# This routine generates a Basis for the Reduction Procedure. The best Kets
















if type (Spin,fraction) then







for j to (N-1) do
format := ".format.'%i'
od; 30
if type(N,even) and type(N/2,odd) then
if type(Spin,integer) then
tag 1; #produces no flip in Mxs. labelling
else







for k to 3 do
Ket := ";
factor: factor - ( k - 1) * 2;
factor2 factor - 2 * 'mod'(k,3);
50
for j to N do
Stemp := (-1)^(j+1)*factor1;








#**** Phase 2 *
Rtable := table(;
Phase := 2;
while nops(Remlist) <> 0 do
70
if IntCnt >= Level then
break;
fi;
# * * User progress info * *
if 'mod'(IntCnt,100) 0 then
St := cat(IntCnt, ' calculations performed i);
print(St);
fi;









# *************** *** **** ** ** ***** **
end:
Main.ms
#The programs in this directory generate a Reduced Hamiltonian which have
#been created using the ground state or the first excited state for a close
#chain of Spin=5/2 and/or Spin=1 (as specified by the user) as the model.
#The eigenvalues of this Reduced Hamiltonian yield some of the Energies
#for Spin 5/2 and Spin 1 systems and include the GroundState or first excited
#energy. Currently, the groundst. energy up to the third excited energy are
#obtainable plus some extra energies.
#This new version generates approximations to the exact energies. This is done








N:=readstat('Enter the number of particles in the system> '); 20
131
while not type(N,posint) do
N:=readstat('Enter the number of particles (it must be a positive integer)>');
od;
Spin:=readstat('Enter the Spin of the particles in the system>');
while not type(Spin,nonneg) do
print('Enter the Spin of the particles in the system. It must be non\
negative.'); 30
print('(Integer or Half-Integer)');
Spin:=readstat ('Try again! > ');
od;
Level := readstat('Enter the Maximum dimension desired > ');
print('In order for a ket to be considered part of the Basis, it must be');
print('ramdonly generated a certain number of times. This value is called');
print('Promotion value and it is chosen by the user. Typical values are '); 40
print('2, 3, 4... etc.');
Promotion := readstat('Enter the promotion value now >');
while not type(Promotion,nonneg) do
print('Reenter the promtion value. It must be non-negative.');
Promotion := readstat('Try again! > ');
od;
50
IntCnt := 0; #Counter to keep track of Base kets.
Counter:=0; #Dimension of GroundSt. Hamiltonian Mx.
GBasiso;
print('The Basis has been Generated. In order to Construct RdHamiltonian');
print('utilized Reduction/Approximation/New/RdHamiltonian/MainProcedure');
print(' which is being loaded at this point.');
print('To view Basis type eval(Group) .');
print(' ');




#This program acts on the passed ket to find the Raising and Lowering action








for i to N do
IntSwitch2 :='Off';
#*** Raising/Lowering action
index2 := 1 + ('mod'(i,N));
if Ket[i]*Coef < Spin and Ket[index2]*Coef > -1*Spin then
Ktemp:=array(1..N);











Label(Ktemp2); #Make sure that it is yet not part of the Group.
if Phase <> 1 and Result = 'New' then
Label2(Ktemp2);
if Condition = 'Proceed' then









#*** Lowering/ Raising action
IntSwitch2 := 'Off';
if Ket[i]*Coef>(-1*Spin) and Ket[index2] *Coef<Spin then
Ktemp := array(1..N);













if Phase <> 1 and Result = 'New' then
70
Label2(Ktemp2);
if Condition = 'Proceed' then










#This program acts on the passed ket to find the Raising and Lowering action






for i to N do 10




index2 := 1 + ('mod'(i,N));
if Ket[i]*Coef < Spin and Ket[index2]*Coef > -1*Spin then
Ktemp:=array(1..N);





Ktemp[index2]:= (1/Coef) * (Ket[index2]*Coef- 1);
Ktemp2:= ";












if IntSwitch ='Off' then
if Ket[i] *Coef> (-1*Spin) and Ket[index2] *Coef<Spin then
Ktemp := array(1..N);




















#**** This subroutine labels the apropriate ket passed as parameter. *
# The Label routine has been modified in order to be able to implemente it
# for the labelling of Kets for the Group or for the Rtable needed in the
new approximation method. Object refers to the Group or to the Rtable. The











for j to N do
Stemp vector[j];
Index: Indexi + abs(Stemp); 20
Index2 Index2 + vector[j] * vector['mod'(j,N) + 1];
Element := ".Element .' '. Stemp;
od;
#*** Search to update the Group *
Type := whattype(Group[Indexl ,Index2]);
if (Type <> 'indexed' ) then
Switch := 'off';
Limit := nops(Group[Indexl,Index2]) / 2;
30
for j to Limit do




Ktemp := sscanf(Group[Index 1,Index2] [Id],format);
for k to N do




#*** positive searching ********
if Ktemp[1] = vector[k] then
Inx := k;
#******** Forward searching *
if Ktemp[2] = vector['mod'(Inx,N)+1] then
for m to (N-2) do
if Ktemp[m+2] = vector['mod' ((Inx+m),N) + 1] then











#******** Backward searching * 60
if Switch = 'off' then
cntr 0;
Inx2 Inx+N*floor(1/Inx)-1;
if Ktemp[2] = vector[Inx2] then
Inx3 := Inx2+N*floor(1/Inx2)-1;
for m to (N-2) do















if Switch = 'off' then
#*** Negative searching *
for k to N do




if Ktemp[1] = -vector[k] then 90
Inx := k;
#******** Forward negative searching *
if Ktemp[2] = -vector['mod'(Inx,N)+1] then
for m to (N-2) do















if Ktemp[2] = -vector[Inx2] then 110
Inx3 := Inx2+N*floor(1/Inx2)-1;
for m to (N-2) do
if Ktemp[m+2] = -vector[Inx3] then
137
















if Switch 'off' then #Failed search.
if Phase 1 then
IntCnt IntCnt + 1;
Group[Indexl ,Index2] := [op(Group[Indexl ,Index2]),Int Cnt,Element];












if Phase = 1 then
IntCnt := IntCnt + 1;
Group[Indexl ,Index2] [Int Cnt,Element];











#**** This subroutine labels the apropriate ket passed as parameter. *
# The Label routine has been modified in order to be able to implemente it
# for the labelling of Kets for the Group or for the Rtable needed in the
new approximation method. Object refers to the Group or to the Rtable. The











for j to N do
Stemp vector[j]; 20
Index: Indexi + abs(Stemp);
Index2 Index2 + vector[j] * vector['mod'(j,N) + 1];




# Search to update the Rtable *
Type := whattype(Rtable[Index 1,Index2]);
if (Type <> 'indexed' ) then 30
Switch := 'off';
Limit := nops(Rtable[Index 1,Index2]) /2;
for j to Limit do




Ktemp := sscanf(Rtable[Indexl ,Index2] [Id],format); 40
for k to N do





if Ktemp[l] = vector[k] then
Inx := k;
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#******** Forward searching ******
if Ktemp[2] = vector['mod'(Inx,N)+1] then 50
for m to (N-2) do
if Ktemp[m+2] = vector['mod'((Inx+m),N) +1] then





if cntr = (N-2) then
Switch := 'on';
Search := 1; 60
fi;
fi;
******** Backward searching *
if Switch = 'off' then
cntr := 0;
Inx2 Inx+N*floor(1/Inx)-1;
if Ktemp[2] = vector[Inx2] then
Inx3 : Inx2+N*floor(1/Inx2)-1;
for m to (N-2) do















if Switch = 'off' then
#*** Negative searching *
for k to N do




if Ktemp[1] = -vector[k] then
Inx := k;
#******** Forward negative searching
if Ktemp[2] = -vector['mod'(Inx,N)+1] then
for m to (N-2) do












# ** Backward negative searching *
if Switch='off' then 110
cntr 0;
Inx2 Inx+N*floor(1/Inx)-1;
if Ktemp[2] = -vector[Inx2] then
Inx3 := Inx2+N*floor(1/Inx2)-1;
for m to (N-2) do
if Ktemp[m+2] = -vector[Inx3] then
















if Switch 'off' then #Failed search.
Rtable[Indexl ,Index2] := [op(Rtable[Index1,Index2]) ,1,Element];
Condition := 'Proceed';
Location := nops(Rtable[Indexl1,Index2]) - 1;
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else
frequency := Rtable[Indexl,Index2][Id - 1] + 1;
if frequency >= Promotion then
IntSwitch2 := 'On';




if Limit 1 then
Rtable[Indexl ,Index2] := evaln(Rtable[Index 1,Index2]);
else
temp := Rtable[Index1,Index2];
Rtable[Indexl ,Index2] := evaln(Rtable[Index 1,Index2]);
for k to Limit do
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if 2*k <> Id then
if whattype(Rtable[Index 1,Index2]) <> 'indexed' then
Rtable[Indexl ,Index2] := [op(Rtable[Index1,Index2]),\
temp[2*k-1],temp[2*k]]; 160
else





if whattype(Group[Index1,Index2]) = 'indexed' then
Group [Index 1,Index2] := [IntCnt,Element];
else 170





Location := Id -1;











#**** This subroutine labels the apropriate ket passed as parameter. *
# The Label routine has been modified in order to be able to implemente it
# for the labelling of Kets for the Group or for the Rtable needed in the
# new approximation method. Object refers to the Group or to the Rtable. The











for j to N do
Stemp vector[j];
Index: Indexi + abs(Stemp); 20
Index2 Index2 + vector[jl * vector['mod'(j,N) + 1];
Element := ".Element .' '. Stemp;
od;
#*** Search to update the Group *
Type := whattype(Group[Indexl1,Index2]);
if (Type <> 'indexed' ) then
Switch := 'off';
Limit := nops(Group[Index1,Index2]) / 2;
30
for j to Limit do




Ktemp := sscanf(Group[Indexl ,Index2] [Id],format);
for k to N do





if Ktemp[1] = vector[k] then
Inx := k;
#******** Forward searching *
if Ktemp[2] = vector['mod'(Inx,N)+1] then
for m to (N-2) do
if Ktemp[m+2] = vector['mod'((Inx+m),N)+1] then










#******** Backward searching * 60
if Switch = 'off' then
cntr := 0;
Inx2 := Inx+N*floor(1/Inx)-1;
if Ktemp[2] = vector[Inx2] then
Inx3 := Inx2+N*floor(1/Inx2)-1;
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for m to (N-2) do















if Switch = 'off' then
#*** Negative searching *
for k to N do




if Ktemp[1] = -vector[k] then 90
Inx := k;
#******** Forward negative searching
if Ktemp[2] = -vector['mod'(Inx,N)+1] then
for m to (N-2) do















if Ktemp[2] = -vector[Inx2] then 110
Inx3 := Inx2+N*floor(1/Inx2)-1;
for m to (N-2) do
if Ktemp[m+2] = -vector[Inx3] then

















if Switch = 'off' then #Failed search.
else
if Group[Index1,Index2][Id - 1] = Identity then
CountDown := CountDown - 1












frequency := Rtable[Idl,Id2][Location] + 1;
element := Rtable[Idl,Id2][Location + 1];
if frequency >= Promotion then
IntSwitch := 'On';
IntSwitch2 := 'On';
IntCnt := IntCnt +1;
if whattype(Group[Id1,Id2]) = 'indexed' then
Group[Idi,Id2] := [IntCnt,element];
else














Rtable[Id1,Id2] := evaln(Rtable[Id 1,Id2]);
for k to limit do
if 2*k-1 <> Location then
















%ImportHamiltonian imports data into the Matlab session to construct the
%matrix representation for the OpenChainHamiltonian.
global Hamiltonian
fid = fopen(' Maple. data');
fid2 = fopen(' Limits');
N=fscanf(fid, IXint ');
Spin=fscanf(fid, If loat 1,1);
L=fscanf(fid, IXint ',);
C=fscanf(fid,I %intI ,1);
if L == 0
L = C;
Switch= 'of f ';
else










for k = 1:L
Ltemp = fscanf(fid2,' %int ');
Hamiltonian(k,k) = fscanf(fid,' %g',1);
if Switch==>on I
Hamiltonian(C -k+1,C-k+ 1)=Hamiltonian(k,k); 30
end
for j=1:Ltemp




if Switch == 'on I









disp('Type Hamiltonian to view its matrix representation. If you need any')
disp('of the HamiltonianMx states, diagonalize it using [States,Energy]=eig')
disp('(full(Hamiltonian)), then chose the state and save it using Matlab diary')
disp(' command (i. e diary f ilename . . diary off . ) and then read it into the') 50




%This program perform the diagonalization of the Reduced Densitymxs.














disp('These are the Eigenvalues for subspace Sz= ');
disp(Szvalues(j));
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Reply=input('Do you wish to keep any of these vectors?
if Reply=='yes' I Reply='y' I Reply=='Y' I Reply=='Yes'
Choice=input('Enter the wavevectors you wish to keep.
formata=' ';





















, ) s );
30








if abs(1-Trk) > .00001
disp('Warning: Probabilities do not add up to 1. Check the RedDmxs!');
else
disp('Auto check for probabilities done!');
end;
disp('***************************************************************');
disp('All relevant info has been stored in Wavefunctions.dat. Use ');
disp('Heisenberg/RenormalizationGroup/RGHamiltonian.ms or Heisenberg/');
disp('RenormalizationGroup/RGHamiltonianExp.ms w/in Maple in order to');





clear Choice j k Szvalues A B L V fid ans Reply C fid2 Length t Probability;
clear P;
RGImportHamiltonian.m
%ImportHamiltonian imports data into the Matlab session to construct the
%matrix representation for the Renormalization Group OpenChainHamiltonian.
%The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are found and then stored to be use in




switch3= 'off '; 10
format long
fid=fopen(' Matrix. dat ');
N=fscanf(fid,' int ');




Ltemp=fscanf(fid,I %int ',1); 20
for j=1:Ltemp
Value=fscanf(fid,' %int 1,1);






clear Spin N fid L k Mxelement Value j Ltemp ans;
disp('Proceeding to find the Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors.');
disp('Storing the Energies into RGEnergy.dat.');
[status,output]=unix('is RGEnergy .dat');









disp('Do you wish to store the Groundstate into a file ? ');
Ans=input('You must answer yes if you intend to proceed with the RGProcedure fuither. ','s
if Ans==IY' I Ans=I='y' I Ans=='Yes' I Ans== 'yes' I Ans=='YES'
switchl='on ';
[status,output]=unix('is RGGroundstate');
if status == 0
! delete RGGroundstate
end












if cntr - limit







Ans=input('Do you wish to store all of the eigenvectors into a file ? ','s');





save RGWavefns.dat H -ascii -double
clear H j E
end 90
clear status output E2 j k Tolerance cntr limit;
end
clear status output;
Ans=input('Do you want to preserve the Eigenvalues and Eigenvects in this session ? ', 's');
if Ans=='N' Ans=='n' Ans=='NO' Ans=='no' Ans=='No'
150





disp('Type RGHamiltonian to view its matrix representation.')
disp('* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *');
disp(' ');
%fid=fopen( 'RGWavefns' , 'w');
%for j=(1:length(E2))
% for k=(1:length(E2))




disp('Energies have been properly stored in RGEnergy.dat(ASCII).');
if switchl== 'on I
disp('The Groundstate was stored in RGGroundstate. ');
end
if switch2=='on '
disp('Wavefunctions were stored in RGWavefns.dat(ASCII) in order'); 120
disp('of ascending eigenvalue. Use load filename -ascii in order to');
disp('load this file into a Matlab session. ');
end
disp('Use GroundStateC() w/in the previous Maple session in order to con-');
disp('struct the Groundstate in the Productbasis for the OpenChainHamilton-');
disp('ian constructed using RenormalizationGroup.');
disp('NOTE: Save all necessary files to disk and remove them from the');
disp('current working directory!');
disp('*
if switch3== 'on ' 130
disp('The eigenvectors are stored in variable V. In order to use them');
disp('you will need to refer to the EigenIndices variable. This variable')
disp('is an array containing the value of V corresponding to the eigen-')
disp('vector (say, j) that you may be interested in. This was necessary')
disp('because the eigenvector could not be sorted out appropiately. ')
end;
disp(' ');




%This program perform the diagonalization of the Reduced Densitymxs.
%and save all the selected wavefunctions in a labeled files to be used





load Systeminfo %This is the number of particles in reduced Chain.
t=['Wavefunct ions. ' num2str(System info)];




















f or subspace Sz= ');
end;
disp(sparse(B));
Reply=input('Do you wish to keep any of these vectors (y/n) ?
if Reply== 'yes' Reply=='y' I Reply=='Y' I Reply=='Yes'





L=Length* (Choice(k) -1) + 1;
V=[A(L: (L+Length- 1))];
for z=1:Length











if abs(1-Trk) > .00001
disp('Warning: Probabilities do not add up to 1. Check the RedDmxs!');
else
disp('Auto check for probabilities done!');
end;








disp('for future use ?I);
Reply=input('Answer (y/n) > ', 's');
if Reply=='no' I Reply=='n' I Reply==' No' I Reply==' NO' I Reply==' N'
! delete RedDmx*
disp('RedDensityMxs Deletion completed! ');
end
disp('*
disp('All relevant info has been stored in Wavefunctions.dat. Press Return');
disp('in the previous Maple session in order to proceed Program execution!');
disp(' '); 70
clear Choice j k Szvalues A B L V fid ans Reply fid2 Length t Probability P;
FxLWavefnSelection2.m
%This program perform the diagonalization of the Reduced Densitymxs.
%and save all the selected wavefunctions in a labeled files to be used
%in the RG procedure for FixedLengthChains.
%This new version allows to perform selection for the wavefns for the Leftblock




load System info %This is the number of particles in reduced Chain. 10
t=['WavefnsLeft. ' num2str(Systemjinfo)]; %t is a dummy variable that
fid=fopen(t,' w'); %changes a lot!
t=[' Wavef nsRight. ' num2str(Systeminfo)];
fid3=fopen(t,' w');
t= ['SpacesLef t. ' num2str(System_info)];
fid2=fopen(t, 'w');























Reply=input('Do you wish to keep any of these vectors (y/n) ?
if Reply== 'yes' | Reply== 'y' I Reply=='Y' I Reply== 'Yes'
disp('* Selection for LeftBlock Wavefunctions:');
Choice=input('Enter the wavevector(s) you wish to keep. Ex.
disp(' ');
disp('* Selection for RightBlock Wavefunctions:');
Choice2=input('Enter the wavevector(s) you wish to keep. Ex.










fprintf(fid2,'74. 2f %d\n', [Szvalues(j),length(Choice)]);
%Writing to File for RightBlock data:
for k= 1:length(Choice2)

















if abs(1-Trk) > .00001
disp('Warning: Probabilities do not add up to
else
disp('Auto check for probabilities done!');
1. Check the RedDmxs!');
end;
disp('Do you wish to preserve the RedDensityMx. representations');
disp('for future use ?');
Reply=input('Answer (y/n) > ', 's');











disp('RedDensityMxs Deletion completed! ');
end 90
disp(' ***************************************************************');
disp('All relevant info has been stored in Wavefunctions.dat. Press Return');
disp('in the previous Maple session in order to proceed Program execution!');
disp(' ');
clear Choice j k Szvalues A B L V fid ans Reply fid2 Length t Probability P;
100
FxLRGImportHmltn.m
%ImportHamiltonian imports data into the Matlab session to construct the
%matrix representation for the Renormalization Group OpenChainHamiltonian.
%The eigenvalues and eigenvectors are found and then stored to be use in




switch3= 'off '; 10
format long
fid=fopen(' Matrix. dat ');
N=fscanf(fid,' I int 1, 1);
Spin=fscanf(fid, I %f loat ',1);






Ltemp=fscanf(fid, I Xint ');
for j=1:Ltemp
Value=fscanf(fid, '%int 1,1);
Mxelement=fscanf(fid, '%f loat ',1);
RGHamiltonian(k,Value)=Mxelement;
RGHamiltonian(Value,k) =Mxelement;
%Assign values corresponding to inversion: 30
if k < (Inversionlimit+1)
if Value<=Inversionlimit I Value > (Inversionlimit+ZeroKet)
RGHamiltonian(HamiltnDim-k+1,HamiltnDim-Value+ 1) =Mxelement;








clear Spin N fid L k Mxelement Value j Ltemp ans;
%clear HamiltonianDim Start End ZeroKet;
disp('Proceeding to find the Eigenvalues and Eigenvectors.');
disp('Storing the Energies into RGEnergy.dat.');
[status,output]=unix('ils RGEnergy.dat'); 50











disp('Do you wish to store the Groundstate into a file ? ');
Ans=input('You must answer yes if you intend to proceed with the RGProcedure further.
if Ans=='Y' I Ans=='y' Ans=='Yes' I Ans=='yes' Ans=='YES'
switchl='on ';
[status,output]=unix('is RGGroundstate');















%if cntr ~= limit
% disp('Tolerace value in sorting eigenvalues is too high. ');






Ans=input('Do you wish to store all of the eigenvectors into a file ? ','s');





save RGWavefns.dat H -ascii -double
clear H j E
end
clear status output E2 j k Tolerance cntr limit;
end
clear status output; 110
Ans=input('Do you want to preserve the Eigenvalues and Eigenvects in this session ? ', 's');
if Ans=='N' Ans=='n' I Ans=='NO' Ans=='no' Ans=='No'





disp('Type RGHamiltonian to view its matrix representation.')
disp('* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *'); 120
disp(' ');
%fid=fopen(' RGWavef ns ',' w );
%for j=(1:length(E2))
% for k=(1:length(E2))





disp('Energies have been properly stored in RGEnergy.dat (ASCII).');
if switchl== 'on I
disp('The Groundstate was stored in RGGroundstate. ');
end
if switch2=='on I
disp('Wavefunctions were stored in RGWavefns.dat(ASCII) in order');
disp('of ascending eigenvalue. Use load filename -ascii in order to');
disp('load this file into a Matlab session. ');
end
disp('Type yes in the previous Maple session in order to continue with the'); 140
disp('FixedLengthProcedure. The new GroundState will be constructed. in ');
disp('the corresponding Product Basis! ');
disp('INOTE: Save all necessary files to disk and remove them from the');
disp(' current working directory! ');
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disp('**************************************************************');
if switch3== 'on I
disp('The eigenvectors are stored in variable V. In order to use them');
disp('you will need to refer to the EigenIndices variable. This variable')
disp('is an array containing the value of V corresponding to the eigen-')
disp('vector (say, j) that you may be interested in. This was necessary') 150
disp('because the eigenvector could not be sorted out appropiately. ')
end;
disp(' ');
clear switchi switch2 switch3 Ans;
160
RdHamiltonian.m
% RdHamiltonian imports data into the Matlab session to construct the %
% matrix representation for the Reduced close Chain Hamiltonian (Bruno's %
% reduction procedure.) %
global RxHamiltonian
format long
fid = fopen('RedMx.Dim','r'); 10
Dim = fscanf(fid,' %int ',1);
fclose(fid);
disp(' ');
disp('What State do you wish to diagonalize ?')
Id= input('For Groundst. enter 0 and for FirstExSt. enter 1 >
if Id == 0
fid fopen(' RedMxO ','r');
else




while (Dim - Counter) > 0




if isempty(limit) % Exit if end of file is reached.
break;
end
for k = 1:limit
Label= fscanf(fid, 'Xint ',1); % Columms.






clear Counter; clear Mxelemt; clear Label; clear ans;
clear limit; clear k; clear fid; clear Dim; clear Id;
disp(' ')
disp(' ********************************************************************') 50
disp(' Type RxHamiltonian to view its matrix representation. If you need any')
disp(' of the HamiltonianMx. states, diagonalize it using [States,Energy] =)
disp(' eig(full(RxHamiltonian)), then chose the st. and save it using Matlab')
disp(' diary command (i.e diary filename .. diary off .) then read it into')
disp(' the Maple session using readlib(readdata); State:=readdata(filename) ')




% RdHamiltonian imports data into the Matlab session to construct the %
% matrix representation for the Reduced close Chain Hamiltonian (Bruno's %
% reduction procedure.) %
% This version takes into account that first entry read is the diagonal %








disp('What State do you wish to diagonalize ?')
Id= input('For Groundst. enter 0 and for FirstExSt. enter 1 >
if Id == 0







while (Dim - Counter) > 0
30
Counter = Counter + 1; % Rows.
Mxelemt = fscanf(fid,I %g ',1); % Diagonal Mx. Element.
RxHamiltonian (Counter, Counter) = Mxelemt;
%**** Read Off-Diagonal Mx. Elements *
limit = fscanf(fid,'%int',1);
if isempty(limit) % Exit if end of file is reached.
break;
end 40
%**** Read Off-Diagonal Mx. Elements *
for k = 1:limit
Label = fscanf(fid,' %int ',1); % Columms.
Mxelemt = fscanf(fid,'%g' ,1);





clear Counter; clear Mxelemt; clear Label; clear ans;
clear limit; clear k; clear fid; clear Dim; clear Id;
disp(' ')
disp(' ********************************************************************')
disp(' Type RxHamiltonian to view its matrix representation. If you need any')
disp(' of the HamiltonianMx. states, diagonalize it using [States,Energy] = ') 60
disp(' eig(full(RxHamiltonian)), then chose the st. and save it using Matlab')
disp(' diary command (i.e diary filename .. diary off .) then read it into')
disp(' the Maple session using readlib(readdata); State:=readdata(filename) ')




%Sortvalues sorts the eigenvalues returned for a diagonalized Matrix.
%An array containing the indices for the Eigenvalues in asceding order
%is created so that the eigenvectors and eigenvalues can be accessed at





disp('This program creates an array containing the'); 10
disp('indices of the eigenvalues of a diagonalized');
disp('matrix in ascending eigenvalue.');
Energies=input('Enter the sorted Eigenvalues> ');












clear cntr j k Energies E2;
disp(' ');
disp('************************)




















if N =1 then
if Ketvalue<>1 then
print('Error: Ketvalue exceeds space dimensionsi); 20
else
#Search to find out if passed Sz is a valid value.








print('Type eval(Ket) in order to view generated Keti);
else












if Ketvalue> C then
print('Error Ketvalue exceeds subspace dimensions i);
else 50
Rem:=0;
for i to N-i do
Trk:=0:
for j from (n-Rem-Nsp) to n-Rem do
Distribution(j,N--i,Nsp):
Trk:=Trk+C:













#Mapping to obtain apporpiate Ket entries, converting to positive and\
negative integers.










Distribution: =proc(n,b,k) #b=number of cells, n=number of particles,









#This program assigns a numerical value for the Ket for any spin






















for j to L do








for i to (L - 2) do
Ulimit:=0;
for j from 2*Spin by -1 to ktemp[i] do 40
Distribution((n-j), (L -i) ,2*Spin);
Ulimit:=Ulimit+C:
od;




















print('Type Value to see the Ketvalue'); 70
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end:
Distribution:= proc(n,b,k) #b=number of cells, n=number of particles,










# This program Generates the matrix representation for an Open/Close Chain
#with nearest neighbor exchange interaction. It is good for any spin
#system.
#Attention: This new version skips some steps from the original version
#in order to make the program run faster.
#This version(Exp) store all the relevant information needed to construct









N:=readstat('Enter the number of particles in the system> ');
20
while not type(N,posint) do
N:=readstat('Enter the number of particles (it must be a positive integer)>');
od;
Spin:=readstat('Enter the Spin of the particles in the system>');
while not type(Spin,nonneg) do
print('Enter the Spin of the particles in the system. It must be non\
negative.');
print('(Integer or Half-Integer)'); 30
Spin:=readstat('Try again! > ');
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od;
Chain:=readstat('What kind of chain are you considering (Open or Close) ?\
');












#Evaluation of Matrix elements.





















































#Off Diagonal Matrix elements.
Mxelemt:=0;
Ktemp:=array(sparse,1..N);
for i to L2 do
#Raising/Lowering.
index2:=1+('mod'(i,N));
if Ket[i]*Coef<1*Spin and Ket[index2]*Coef>-Spin then






if evalf(Value) > j then
Mxelemt:=1/2*(R- (Coef*Ket[i]+ 1)* (Coef*Ket[i])) (1/2);










if Ket[i] *Coef> (- 1*Spin) and Ket[index2] *Coef<Spin then



























if Inx>=20000 or switch='on' then
for i to Cntr2 do
appendto('Maple.data');
lprint (nops(convert(Elements[i],list)));












St: =cat(St,'ChainHamiltonian has been stored in Maple.data');
print('All the relevant information for the construction of the matrix');
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print(St);




#This program Generates the matrix representation for the Hamiltonian of
#any Spin system with any number of interactions (i.e nearest neighbors, next
#nearest neighbors, ... etc.) and either, Opened or closed chains.
#Attention: This new version skips some steps from the original version
#in order to make the program run faster.








N:=readstat('Enter the number of particles in the system> ');
while not type(N,posint) do 20
N:=readstat('Enter the number of particles (it must be a positive intiger)>');
od;
Spin:=readstat('Enter the Spin of the atoms in the system>');
while not type(Spin,nonneg) do
Spin:=readstat('Enter the Spin (It must be a nonnegative (integer or Half\
integer)!)>');
od;
Chain:=readstat('What kind of chain are you considering (Opened or Closed) ?\ 30
');
print('Enter the number of neighbor interactions you want to consider.');






for i from 0 to floor(n/(2*Spin+1)) do 40
C:=C+(-1)^(i)*N!/((N-i)!*i!)*((N+n-1-(2*Spin+1)*i)!/\
((- (2*Spin+ 1) *i)!* (N- 1)!)):
od;
print('The dimensions of Hamiltonian matrix will be:');
print(C);
HamiltonianMx: =array (symmetric,sparse, 1.C, 1.. C);
R:=Spin* (Spin+1);
switch:='off';
#Evaluation of Matrix elements. 50










for j to L do
GBasis2(N,Spin,j,Sz);
Mxelemt:=0;











for i to L2 do
Inx:='mod'(i,N)+1; 80







HamiltonianMx[C-j + 1,C -j + 1]:=Mxelemt*Coef 2;
fi; 90
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#Off Diagonal Matrix elements.
Mxelemt:=O;
Ktemp:=array(sparse,1..N);
for i to L2 do
#Raising/Lowering
Inx:='mod'(i,N)+1;
for k to Neighbors do 100
Inx2:='mod'(Inx+k-1,N);
if Ket[i]*Coef < Spin and Ket[Inx2]*Coef>(-Spin) then




















for k to Neighbors do
Inx2:='mod'(Inx+k-1,N); 130
if Ket[i] *Coef> (-1 *Spin) and Ket[Inx2] *Coef<Spin then


























#This program Generates the matrix representation for the Hamiltonian of
#any Spin system with any number of interactions (i.e nearest neighbors, next
#nearest neighbors, ... etc.) and either, Opened or closed chains.
#Attention: This new version skips some steps from the original version
#in order to make the program run faster.
print('Usage: EHamiltoniano');







N:=readstat('Enter the number of particles in the system> ');
while not type(N,posint) do
N:=readstat('Enter the number of particles (it must be a positive intiger)>'); 20
od;
Spin:=readstat('Enter the Spin of the atoms in the system>');
while not type(Spin,nonneg) do
Spin:=readstat('Enter the Spin (It must be a nonnegative (integer or Half\
integer)!)>');
od;
Chain:=readstat('What kind of chain are you considering (Open or Close) ?\
'); 30
print('Enter the number of neighbor interactions you want to consider.');
Neighbors:=readstat(' (Ex. Nearest neighbors=1, next nearest neighbors=2 ...etc)> ');
n:=N*Spin+ (1/2) * ('mod'(2*Spin,2) *'mod'(N,2)):
Sz:=Spin*2*('mod'(N,2)):
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C:=O; #Calculation of Matrix dimensions.




St:=cat('The dimensions of the Hamiltonian matrix will be', C);
print(St);
HamiltonianMx: =array (symmetric,sparse, 1.. C, 1.. C);
R:=Spin* (Spin+ 1);
switch:='off';
#Evaluation of Matrix elements. 50










for j to L do
GBasis2 (N,Spin,j,Sz);
Mxelemt:=0;











for i to L2 do
Inx:='mod'((i+1),(N+1))+ floor((i+)/(N+1)); #Necessary in order to be 80
#able to achieve ring
#Closure when needed.
for k to Neighbors do





if switch='on' then 90
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HamiltonianMx[C-j+1,C-j+1]:=Mxelemt*Coef^2; #N=even // Spin integer
#symmetry.
fi;
#Off Diagonal Matrix elements.
Mxelemt:=O;
Ktemp: =array(sparse,1..N);
for i to L2 do
#Raising/ Lowering action. 100
#Ex J+J- [ml,m2]=(R-ml(ml+1))*(R-m2(m2-1)) ^ (1/2)/m1+i,m2-1]
#Where R=Spin*(Spin+1);
Inx:='mod'((i+1),(N+1))+ floor((i+1)/(N+1)); #Necessary in order to be
#able to achieve ring
#Closure when needed.
for k to Neighbors do
Inx2:='mod'(Inx+k- 1,N-+ 1) +floor((Inx+k- 1) / (N+ 1));
if Ket[i]*Coef<Spin and Ket[Inx2]*Coef> -Spin then
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for m to N do
Ktemnp[m]:=Ket[m];
od;
Ktemp[i]:=(1/Coef)*(Ket[i]*Coef+1); #same as m+1;
Ktemp[Inx2]:=(1/Coef)*(Ket[Inx2]*Coef-1); # m-1;
Ketvalue2(Ktemp,Spin);













for k to Neighbors do
Inx2:='mod'(Inx+k- 1 ,N+ 1) +floor((Inx+k- 1) / (N+ 1));
if Ket[i] *Coef> (-1 *Spin) and Ket[Inx2] *Coef<Spin then
140
for m to N do
Ktemp[m]:=Ket[m];
od;
























#This program Generates the matrix representation for an Open Chain
# with nearest neighbor exchange interaction. It is good for any spin
#system.
#Attention: This new version skips some steps from the original version








N:=readstat('Enter the number of particles in the system> ');
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while not type(N,posint) do
N:=readstat('Enter the number of particles (it must be a positive intiger)>');
od;
20
Spin:=readstat('Enter the Spin of the particles in the system>');
while not type(Spin,nonneg) do
print('Enter the Spin of the particles in the system. It must be non\
negative. ');
print('(Integer or Half-Integer.)');
Spin:=-readstat('Try again! > ');
od;
#if type(Spin,fraction) and type(Neven) then
#n:=N*Spin; 30





n:=N*Spin+(1/2) * ('mod'(2*Spin,2) *'mod'(N,2)):
Sz:=Spin*2*('mod'(N,2)):
C:=0; 40










#Evaluation of Matrix elements.










for j to L do
GBasis2(N,Spin,j,Sz);
Mxelemt:=0;













#Off Diagonal Matrix elements.
Mxelemt:=O;
Ktemp:=array(sparse,1..N);
for i to N-i do
#Raising/ Lowering.
if Ket[i]*Coef<1*Spin and Ket[i+1]*Coef> -Spin then

















if Ket[i] *Coef> (- 1*Spin) and Ket[i+1] *Coef<Spin then
























#This program Generates the matrix representation for the Hamiltonian of








N:=readstat('Enter the number of particles in the system> ');
while not type(N,posint) do
N:=readstat('Enter the number of particles (it must be a positive intiger)>');
od;
Spin:=readstat('Enter the Spin of the atoms in the system>');
while not type(Spin,nonneg) do 20
















#Evaluation of Matrix elements.















#Off Diagonal Matrix elements.
Mxelemt:=0; 60
Ktemp: =array(sparse,1..N);
for i to N do
#Raising/ Lowering
Inx:='mod'(i,N)+I1;
if Ket[i]*Coef < Spin and Ket[Inx]*Coef>(-Spin) then












# Lowering/ Raising action.
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if Ket [i] *Coef> (-1*Spin) and Ket[Inx] *Coef<Spin then





















#This program computes all the necessary reduced Density matrices










N:=readstat('Enter the number of particles in the system>');
Spin:=readstat('Enter the spin of the particles>');








#Determine all the possible Sz values for ReducedDensityMxs.
L:=N*Spin + 1;














St:=cat('Evaluating ReducedDensityMx. for Sz Sz);
print(St);




























print('Type eval(RedDmx.Sz) ,where Sz is the subspace desired, in order to');
print('view the ReducedDensity Matrix for that subspace.');
print('Type Wavefunctionselector(n) in order to proceed RGprocedure.');




Distribution:=proc(nb,k) #b=number of cells, n=number of particles,









#This program selects the wavefunctions that will be kept
#in order to construct the Open ChainHamitonian using Renormalization
#Group. It also generates all the acceptable wavefunctions (Sz=O) to
#form the basis and writes them in term of the product basis.
#Once all the acceptable wavefunctions have been constructed using
#the Elementaryvector algorithm, it construct the Open Chainhamiltonian
#spanned by the selected wavefunctions using the RGHamiltonian
#algorithm.







if type(n,even) then 20





Spaces:=table();# This table keeps track of what subspaces have been
#selected and how many wavefunctions have been kept.
#Selection of apropriate eigenkets.
for k to C do 30
Sz:=n-2*(k-1);
values: =evalf(Eigenvals (RedDmx. Sz,vects));
print('These are the eigenvalues for the subspace Sz=');
print(Sz);
print (values);
Reply:=readstat('Do you wish to keep some of these vectorsZ);
if Reply='Yes' or Reply='y' or Reply='YES' or Reply='yes' then
cntr:=cntr+1;
Ans:=readstat('Enter the wavevectors you wish to keep. i.e [2,5,8]>');
Spaces[eval(cntr)]:= [Sz,nops(Ans)]; 40
Dim:=n!/((n-Spd)!*Spd!);
for j to nops(Ans) do






print('Construction of the Elementary Basekets.'); 50
read'MapleResearch/Elementaryvectors.ms';
Elementaryvectors (n);






# This program construct the Hamiltonian matrix representation for
#an open Chain with nearest neighbors Heisenberg coupling using Renormalizat-
#ion Group. It invokes the Elementaryvectors.ms procedure in order to
#construct all the wavefunctions which span the Subspace Sz=O, to serve as














n:=readdata('Systeminfo',integer); #How many particles after reduction.
N:=n[1]; #n is a matrix due to use of readdata statement.
St:=cat('Constructing RGHamiltonianMx for N 2*N+2);
print(St);
print(' ');
Spin:=readstat('Enter the spin of the particle in the system>');
while not type(Spin,nonneg) do
print('Enter the Spin of the particles in the system. It must be non\ 30
negative.');
print('(Integer or Half-Integer.)');









RGHamiltonianMx: =array(sparse, 1. .cntr2, 1. .cntr2);




















Cti:=tableQ; #Place holder for wavevector identity.
Ct2:=tableo; #Place holder for corresponding Coefficient.
for k to LI do
Kinfo2:=Kinfo[k+1]; 70





#Action of Heisenberg Hamiltonian.\




for i to (2*N+2)-1 do
Trk:=Trk+Ket[i]*Ket[i+1];
od;
if Trk<>O then #Store the action of Hamiltonian in variable Ct.
#Search routine
for i to nops(convert(Ct1,list)) do
if Kinfo3=Cti[i] then 90
Ctemp:=Ct2[i];













for m to (2*N+2)-i do
Ktemp:=array(sparse,1..L);
for i to L do 11o
Ktemp[i]:=Ket[i];
od;



























#3) Lowering/ Raising action.
switch:='off';
for m to (2*N+2)-1 do
Ktemp:=array(sparse,1..L);
for i to L do
Ktemp[i]:=Ket[i];
od;




























Hamiltonianmx(Ct 1,Ct2,j,nops( [indices(Ct 1)]));





print('FYI: The Basis has been stored in a suitable filename given by WBN-Sp');
print('(N is the Number of particles in the chain and Sp refers to their Spin.) ');
print('This file contains information about the Basekets which constitute the'); 190
print('Basis for the Hamiltonian constructed using RenormalizationGroup. ');
print('The first entry refers to ReferenceBasis, the second entry refers to ');
print('BasisInfomartion and the last entry refers to the actual wavefns.');
print('related to the Basis under consideration. ReferenceBasis and Basis-');
print('Information are extra files that were created in order to optimize ');
print('the storage of information and the efficiency of the RGHamiltonian');
print('program. Make sure to save them into disk if you want to have this');




print('Type eval(RGHamiltonianMx) to view the Hamiltonian generated.');
print('After diagonalizing the matrix, using evalf(Eigenvals(Mx,B), type');
print('RGstatefinder(N) to find any state you wish.');
print('Note: Mx is the Matrix you wish to diagonalize and N is the ket you');
print('wish to find! ');
print('*********************************************
























for k to nops(convert(Kinfo,list))-I do
Kinfo2:=Kinfo[k+1]; 240
for z to Kinfo[l] do
Kinfo3:=Kinfo2+z-1;




























#This program construct any ket specified by the user. It is in effect a
#change of basis from the basis used in RGHamiltonian.ms to the produdt basis.







Nt:=2*N+2: #Total number of particle in Chain.
Ktemp:=col(B,H);
n:=Nt*Spin+ (1/2)*('mod'(2*Spin,2)*'mod'(Nt,2)): # particles for dist.
#Sz: =Spin *2*('mod'(Nt, 2)):
C:=O; #Calculation of Matrix dimensions.










for k to nops([indices(Kinfo)])-1 do
Kinfo2:=Kinfo[k+1]; 30
for z to Kinfo[1] do
Kinfo3:=Kinfo2+z-1; #Actual productket.
State[Kinfo3]:=State[Kinfo3] +\





print('Type eval(State) to view the RGHamiltonian state you chosed.'); 40
print('Warning: the state just constructed might not be the actual state');




#This program does some necessary conversion in order to obtain the coeffi-






# Alpha and Beta contain information about the Wavefunctions spanned by Basis\
Info. Alpha and beta refers to the left and right side of the chain respec\ 10
tively. The first entry is the number of Wavefns in the space denoted by \
SpaceInfo[1] and the second entry is the number of components for any one\
wavefn. in that particular Space.
alpha:=SpaceInfo[Basislnfo[Bket[2]] [1]];
beta:=Spacelnfo[BasisInfo [Bket [2]] [2]];
#1) Identify which wavefns. form part of the present baseket.
fn1:=ceil(B~ket[3]/beta[1]);
fn2:='mod'(Bket[3]+beta[1]-1,beta[1])+1; 20
#2) Constructing an array containing the coefficients for the productket that\
form the baseket. If CftSwitch is on it means that only one coefficient\
is needed. The identity of this coefficient is determined by Cft.
if CftSwitch='on' then
unassign( 'Coef f ts ');
Ind 1:=ceil(Cft/beta[2]);

















#This program creates all basis needed for the construction of the
#Open Chain Hamiltonian using Renormalization group. This is a new
#version which applies to any spin. It uses the information about the












Spaces:=readdata('Spaces.dat',2): #Informaton about what Sz subspaces the
#selected wavevectors belong to and how
#many in each subspace. 20
s: =floor(Spaces [nops (Spaces)] [1]): #Maximum size of Wavevectors.




#1) Deletion of files that are not longer needed.
print('Do you wish to delete all the files that are no longer needed ');
Del:=readstat(' (Spaces.dat,Szvalues,Wavefunctions.dat,SysteminfoRedDmxs) ? ');











print('Do you want to save all relevant information into files for future use? ');
Ans:=readstat(' (ReferenceBasis,RefCoefficients ,Basekets,Coefficients) ');
if Ans='yes' or Ans='Yes' or Ans='y' or Ans='Y' or Ans='YES' then
Intswitch:='on';
fi;
















#3) Construction of array containing the selected wavevectors indexed as\
Wavevector[Sz,j] where Sz= Sz subspace that vector belongs to and j=\
its number w/in this subspace.
Cntr:=O;
Wavevects:=table(;
for j to (nops(Spaces)-1) do 70





for j to nops(Spaces)-1 do
x:=floor(Spaces[j] [1]);
SpaceInfo[x]: =[floor(Spaces[j] [2]),nops(Wavevects[x, 1])];
od; 80
#SpaceInfo first entry is the number of wavefns for a particular Sz space.\
The second entry is the number of components for any one of those Wavefns.
#4) Construction of array containing the Sz for the left block, right block\








for j to nops(Spaces)-1 do
L1:=floor(Spaces[j] [2]);
if j=ceil((nops(Spaces) - 1)/2) + 1 then
print('Half-way through with construction! ');
fi;






for s to limit do
Wtemp[1]: =(-1)^ s*floor(Spaces[j] [1]);
for k to nops(convert(Szmiddle,list)) do 110
Wtemp[2]: =Szmiddle[k];
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#Calculation of total number of possible wavefns. for middle
#Site.b=number of cells, n=number of particles,










for i to nops(Spaces)-1 do










#5) Save all necessary data for the Basis into a file. 140
#print('***************' );
if Intswitch='on' then
if system('Is ReferenceBasis')=0 then
system('rm ReferenceBasis');
fi;








for j to cntr do
save RefB.j,Wfnx;










#The conversion routine convert to the actual wavefunction. Ex.\ 170





#Identify the wavefns. consistent with (Vector) that will be fused together\
to form the wavefns for the whole chain. Ex [2,0,-2] => W1*U3*W2, W1*U1*W2,\
... etc. C[1],C[2],and C[3] are coefficients that identify which wavefns to\ 180
be included for the left site, middle site and right site of the chain. But\
any one wavefn. may have several components like, for instance, W1 might be\
=[ [x,a],[y,b] ], where x and y identify the product vector (for ex. if n-2,\
x=1 might be [+ -],) and a and b are the corresponding coefficients.There\
fore, the number of componets and the components themselves have to be id\
entified plus a whole bunch of coefficients for each wavefn. and its compon\
ents. Basekets represents the Basis. Its first element refers to a referen\
ce Basis (RefB, this is done in this way b/c it requires less memory and \
less computational work), the second and their entries correspond to informa\
tion necessary in order to obtain the appropiate coefficients of its compon\ 190
ent productkets.










for z to nops([indices(BasisInfo)]) do
if BasisInfo[z] [1] =delta and BasisInfo[z] [2] =epsilon then
H:=z; #H refers to BasisInfo table which contains information about













#Construction of first reference Basis.












for k to X1 do
GBasis2(M,Spin,k,Vector[1]);
Ket: =htranspose (convert (Ket,matrix));
Ktemp:=copyinto(Ket,Ktemp,1,1); 240
GBasis2(M,Spin,1,Vector[3]);







for m to L1*L3 do 250
cntr2:=cntr2+1;
Baseket[cntr2] := [cat(RefB,cntr), H, m];
#m identifies which wavefn. to consider from the several ones that
#can be constructed once the Sz for the left and right side of the
#chain have been chosen. For example, [2,0] => Wfnl, Wfn2 if the








#This program computes all the necessary reduced Density matrices
#for the construction of the Hamiltonian for any spin using
#Renormalization group. The Matrix representations are stored in









N:=readstat('Enter the number of particles in the system>');











#Determine all the possible Sz values for ReducedDensityMxs.








for j to L do












St:=cat('Evaluating ReducedDensityMx. for Sz ',Sz);
print(St);
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for k to Lim do
GBasis2(N/2,Spin,k,Sz);
Ktemp: =htranspose (convert (Ket,matrix));
Ktemp:=extend(Ktemp,O,N/2,0); 60
for m from k to Lim do
GBasis2(N/2,Spin,m,Sz);
Kt 1:=htranspose(convert(Ket,matrix));
Kt 1:=extend (Kt 1,0,N/ 2,0);
Sum:=O;
















#This section write out to a file (in matlab format) the RdDnmx.
format:=' %10.16g';





for m to Lim do
Hmx:=RedDmx[m,1];














print ( '* ******************************************************************;
print('All the relevant Matrices have been stored in files labelled as '); 110
print('RedDmx.Sz (Sz is a particular subspace). Use the WavefnSelection ');
print('procedure w/in Matlab to find all the Wavevectors which will be kept');
print('in the construction of the OpenChainHamiltonian using Renormalization');print('Groups');





Distribution: =proc(n,b,k) #b=number of cells, n=number of particles,










#Construction of the Groundstate Wavefunction. for The Open ChainHamiltonian
#Constructed using RenormalizationGroup and Diagonalized in Matlab.




Nt:=2*M+2: #Total number of particle in Chain.
WG:=readdata('RGGroundstate'); 10
n:=Nt*Spin+(1/2)*('mod'(2*Spin,2)*'mod'(Nt,2)): # particles for dist.
#Sz:=Spin *2*('mod'(Nt, 2)):
C:=0; #Calculation of Matrix dimensions.




Groundstate:=array (sparse, 1.. C): 20













for z to abs(Kinfo[l]) do
Kinfo3:=Kinfo2+z*P-P; #Actual productket.
Groundstate[Kinfo3]:=Groundstate[Kinfo3]+\












#This program construct the Hamiltonian matrix representation for
/an open Chain with nearest neighbors Heisenberg coupling using Renormalizat-
#ion Group. It invokes the Elementaryvectors.ms procedure in order to
#construct all the wavefunctions which span the Subspace Sz=O, to serve as
#the basis for the Hamiltonian Matrix.
#*This version writes all the relevant information for the construction of















n:=readdata('Systeminfo',integer); #How many particles after reduction.
M:=n[1]; #n is a matrix due to use of readdata statement.




Spin:=readstat('Enter the spin of the particle in the system>');
while not type(Spin,nonneg) do
print('Enter the Spin of the particles in the system. It must be non\
negative.');
print('(Integer or Half-Integer.)');
Spin:=readstat('Try again!) > ');
od;































if Kinfo <> CWBasis then
Li:=nops(convert(Kinfo,list)) 
-1;
Cti:=tableo; #Place holder for wavevector identity.
Ct2:=tableo; #Place holder for corresponding Coefficient.
80
for k to Li do
Kinfo2:=Kinfo[k+1];










#Action of Heisenberg Hamiltonian.\
H=Sum(Sz(i)*Sz(j) + 1/2(Raising/Lowering +Lowering/Raising)).
#1) Sz action.
Trk:=0;
for i to (2*M+2)-1 do
Trk:=Trk+Ket[i]*Ket[i+1]; 100
od;
if Trk<>0 then #Store the action of Hamiltonian in variable Ct.
#Search routine
for i to nops(convert(Ct1,list)) do
if Kinfo3=Cti[i] then
Ctemp:=Ct2[i];












#2) Raising/ Lowering action.
switch:='off';
for m to (2*M+2)-i do
Ktemp:=array(sparse,L..L);













for i to nops(convert(Ct1,list)) do

















for m to (2*M+2)-1 do 160
Ktemp:=array(sparse,1..L);
for i to L do
Ktemp[i]:=Ket[i];
od;




Mxelemt:=1/2* (R- (Coef*Ket[m] - 1)*(Coef*Ket[m])) (1/2);
Mxelemt:=Mxelemt* (R- (Coef*Ket[m+ 1] + 1)*\ 170
(Coef*Ket[m+1])) ^(1/2);
Mxelemt:=Mxelemt*Basket[abs(Kinfo[1]) *(k-1) +z];























#4) After computing all the matrix element of row j, and stored them\







for m to limit2 do

















print (* * ******************************************************* ******;
print('All the relevant information for the construction of the OpenChain-');
print('Hamiltonian using renormalization group has been stored in Matrix.dat');
print('Use RGImportHamiltonian.m w/in Matlab in order to diagonalize the'); 230
print('Hamiltonian Matrix.');
print (* ** ******************************** ****************************;
print('After diagonalizing the HamiltonianMx, type GroundStateCO in This ');
print('Maple session to construct the Ground state for the Hamiltonian in ');




print('FYI: The Basis has been stored in a suitable filename given by WBN-Sp');
print('(N is the Number of particles in the chain and Sp refers to their Spin.) '); 240
print('This file contains information about the Basekets which constitute the');
print('Basis for the Hamiltonian constructed using RenormalizationGroup. ');
print('The first entry refers to ReferenceBasis, the second entry refers to ');
print('BasisInfomartion and the last entry refers to the actual wavefns.');
print('related to the Basis under consideration. ReferenceBasis and Basis-');
print('Information are extra files that were created in order to optimize ');
print('the storage of information and the efficiency of the RGHamiltonian');
print('program. Make sure to save them into disk if you want to have this');
































































#This program will monitor the progress and development of the Renormalization
# Group procedure for the construction of the Hamiltonian for an open Chain














#Inquire about keeping a different number of wavefns on both sides of chain.
Ans:=readstat('Do you want to consider the Left and Right block independently Z); 20








print('Proceeding with the construction of exact Hamiltonian for N=4 and'); 30
print('with its diagonalization in order to obtain the GroundSt. wavefn.');
print('This is absolutely necessary in this procedure. Follow the directions provided.');







print('Press Return to resume program execution after performing the instructions indicated.');
Halt(;
read'file';







Ans:=readstat(' Do you wish to proceed to Part-Two of FxLength Algorithm Z);
while Ans='y' or Ans='Y' or Ans='yes' or Ans='Yes' or Ans='YES' do
Level:=Level+1;
LeftSide(; #Construct a Chain by incrementing the leftside and\
decreasing the right side.
RightSide(; #Construct a Chain by incrementing the rightside and\
decreasing the left side.
Ans:=readstat('Do you wish to go again once more through Part-Two Z);
od;
60
print('All calculations have been performed. Good Bye! ');










st:=cat('You will need to use this section of the program ',Iterations,' times, until enough');
print(st);
print('information has been obtained in order to utilize the FixedLength algorithm.');
fi;
if (Iterations-Tracer) >= 0 then 80
st:=cat('Proceding to obtain necessary information about block_ size = ', \
Tracer+2);
print(st);





if (Iterations-Tracer)<> 0 then 90
FxLRedDmxsExp(N/2);
print('Type Return in order to proceed with program execution but only after');





print('You have reached the last step in Part-One of FixedLength algorithm.'); 100
print('Type Return in order to proceed with program execution but only after');
print('Selection w/in Matlab has been performedi);
Halto;











while RightLength > 1 do
ans:= 'y';
st:=cat('This is Level ', Level , ', with Leftside = ', Nmax-2-RightLength , '. (Part Two-A.)');
print(st);
#while loop in order to avoid being stuck w/ a bad wavefn. Selection.
207
while ans='y' or ans='Y' or ans='yes' or ans='Yes' or ans='YES' do
FxLHamiltonianExp(Nmax-2-RightLength,RightLength);
print('If the calculated energies are unsatisfactory, would you like to reconstruct the ');
ans:=readstat(' FxLRGHamiltonian matrix using a new set of selected wavefunctions Z);
if ans='y' or ans='Y' or ans='yes' or ans='Yes' or ans='YES' then 130
print('Make your new selection now using FxLWavefnSelection \
in the Matlab session. ');





print('Type Return in order to proceed with program execution but only after');
print('Selection w/in Matlab has been performedi);









while LeftLength < (Nmax/2-1) do
ans:='yes';
st:=cat('This is Level ', Level , ', with Leftside ', LeftLength, '. (Part Two-B.)');
print(st);
while ans='y' or ans='Y' or ans='yes' or ans='Yes' or ans='YES' do
FxLHamiltonianExp(LeftLength,Nmax-LeftLength- 2);
print('If the calculated energies are unsatisfactory, would you like to reconstruct the ')16o
ans:=readstat(' FxLRGHamiltonian matrix using a new set of selected wavefunctions );
if ans='y' or ans='Y' or ans='yes' or ans='Yes' or ans='YES' then
print('Make your new selection now using FxLWavefnSelection \
in the Matlab session. ');






print('Type Return in order to proceed with program execution but only after');
print('Selection w/in Matlab has been performedi);





print('You have finished Section Two-Bi); 180
end:
Halt:=proc() #Temporarily suspend program execution.
readstat(' > Program status: pausedi):






















Nmax:=readstat('Enter the ultimate number of particles in the system(Nmax) >');
while not type(Nmax,posint) do
print('Enter the ultimate number of particles in the system. ');




Spin: =readstat('Enter the Spin of the particles in the system > ');
while not type(Spin,nonneg) do
print('Enter the Spin of the particles in the system. It must be non\
negative.');
print('(Integer or Half-Integer)');





#This program computes all the necessary reduced Density matrices
#for the construction of the Hamiltonian for any spin using
#Renormalization group. The Matrix representations are stored in










St:=cat('Construction of the Reduced Density Matrices for an OpenChain of ',\
N,' particles.');
print(St);












for j to L do
Sz:=N*Spin/(2^(1-P)) - (j-1)*2^P:
210












St:=cat('Evaluating ReducedDensityMx. for Sz = Sz);
print(St);
50
for k to Lim do
GBasis2(N/2,Spin,k,Sz);
Ktemp: =htranspose (convert (Ket,matrix));
Ktemp:=extend(Ktemp,O,N/2,O);
for m from k to Lim do
GBasis2(N/2,Spin,m,Sz);
Kt 1: =htranspose(convert(Ket,matrix)); 60
Kt1:=extend(Kt 1,0,N/2,0);
Sum:=O;
















#This section write out to a file (in matlab format) the RdDnmx.
format:=' %10.16g';





for m to Lim do
Hmx:=RedDmx[m,1];
211








print('All the relevant Matrices have been stored in files labelled as
print('RedDmx.Sz (Sz is a particular subspace). Use FxLWavefnSelection -');
print('procedure w/in Matlab to find all the Wavevectors which will be kept');
print('in the construction of the OpenChainHamiltonian using Renormalization');print('Groups
print('*********************************) ;
100
For a Chain of F
end:
Distribution: =proc(n,b,k) #b=number of cells, n=number of particles,











#This program creates all basis needed for the construction of the
#Open Chain Hamiltonian using Renormalization group. This is a new
#version which applies to any spin. It uses the information about the




























#Reading Data for Right side of Chain.\
Since there is not file containing information for N=1 it has to be\
constructed before one can proceed.
if Right=1 then
x:=ceil(L/2); #Length of array that will contain the possible
SpacesR:=array(1..x); #subspaces for one particle Hilbert Space.




for j to nops(SpacesR) do











SpacesR:=readdata('file',2): #Informaton about what Sz subspaces the
#selected wavevectors belong to and how 60
#many in each subspace.
#Selected Wavevectors for Right side of Chain:\
Construction of Table containing the selected wavevectors indexed as\
Wavevector[Sz,j] where Sz= Sz subspace that vector belongs to and j=\
its number w/in this subspace.
file:=cat('Wavefunctions.',Right);
for j to nops(SpacesR) do
213





InitializationReading(file); #This is necessary in order to close the\
file.
for j to nops(SpacesR) do
x:=floor(SpacesR[j] [1]);
SpacelnfoR[x]: =[floor(SpacesR[j] [2]),nops(WavevectsR[x, 1])];
od; 80
#SpaceInfo first entry is the number of wavefns for a particular Sz space.\
The second entry is the number of components for any one of those Wavefns.
fi;
#Reading Data for Left side of Chain.
if Left=1 then
x:=ceil(L/2); #Length of array that will contain the possible
SpacesLft:=array(1..x); #subspaces for one particle Hilbert Space.




#******* ** ** **** *** ******** *****
for j to nops(SpacesLft) do




for j to nops(SpacesLft) do
x: =floor(SpacesLft[j] [1]);
SpaceInfoLft [x]: =[fioor(Spacesft[j] [2]),nops(WavevectsLft [x,1])];
od;
#********** ** **************** ***** ***
else
file:=cat ('Spaces.',Left);
SpacesLft:=readdata('file',2): #Informaton about what Sz subspaces the 110
#selected wavevectors belong to and how
#many in each subspace.
#Selected Wavevectors for Left side of Chain:
file:=cat('Wavefunctions.', Left);
#InitializationReading(file); #This reading ensures that file reading\
starts at the very beginning of file.
WavevectsLft:=table(;
for j to nops(SpacesLft) do
for k to floor(SpacesLft[j][2]) do 120





InitializationReading(file); #This is necessary in order to close
#the file.






#1) Deletion of files that are not longer needed.
print('Do you wish to delete all the files that are no longer needed ');
Del:=readstat(' (Szvalues,System-info) ? ');




print('Do you want to save all relevant information into files for future use? ');
Ans:=readstat(' (ElementaryBasis,ReferenceBasis ,Basekets) ');
if Ans='yes' or Ans='Yes' or Ans='y' or Ans='Y' or Ans='YES' then
Saveswitch:='on';
fi;










#3) Construction of array containing the Sz for the left block, right block\






for j to nops(SpacesLft) do
L 1:=floor(SpacesLft[j] [2]); 170
if j=ceil((nops(SpacesLft)/2)) + 1 then









for k to limit do
Wtemp[2]:=Szmiddle[k];
#Calculation of total number of possible wavefns. for middle
#Site.b=number of cells, n=number of particles,










for i to nops(SpacesR) do 200














#4) Save all necessary data for the Basis into a file.
if Saveswitch='on' then
if system('Is ReferenceBasis')=0 then
system('rm ReferenceBasis');
fi; 220








for j to cntr do 230
save RefB[j],Wfnx;
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# The conversion routine convert to the actual wavefunction. Ex.\






#Identify the wavefns. consistent with (Vector) that will be fused together\
to form the wavefns for the whole chain. Ex [2,0,-2] => W1*U3*W2, W1*U1*W2,\
... etc. C[1],C[2],and C[3] are coefficients that identify which wavefns to\
be included for the left site, middle site and right site of the chain. But\
any one wavefn. may have several components like, for instance, W1 might be\ 260
-[ [x,a],[y,b] ], where x and y identify the product vector (for ex. if n=2,\
x=1 might be [+ -],) and a and b are the corresponding coefficients.There\
fore, the number of componets and the components themselves have to be id\
entified plus a whole bunch of coefficients for each wavefn. and its compon\
ents. Basekets represents the Basis. Its first element refers to a referen\
ce Basis (RefB, this is done in this way b/c it requires less memory and \
less computational work), the second and their entries correspond to informa\
tion necessary in order to obtain the appropiate coefficients of its compon\
ent productkets.
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#Obtain the negative primary basis:\
It is observed that the wavefns belonging to say [2,0,-2] can be easily\
obtained from those of [-2,0,2]. This facilitates and speeds up calcul-\
ations. However in this new version the negative basis will not be consid\ 280
ered because they have been found to be unnecessary in order to construct\
the Hamiltonian mx. representation. Once the Hamltonian action on a basis\
have been found, it is easy to write the action for the negative of this \
basis and that is why negative basis are being avoided altogether.
217







#Construction of first reference Basis.





Utemp: =htranspose (convert (Utemp,matrix));
Ktemp:=copyinto(Utemp,Ktemp, 1, (Left+1)):




for k to X1 do
GBasis2(Left,Spin,k,Vector[1]); 310








RefB [cntr] [Inx+ 1]: =Value;
320
od;
for m to L1*L3 do
NumofBasekets:=NumofBasekets+1;
Baseket[NumofBasekets]:=[cntr, ElmtBasisInx, m];
#m identifies which wavefn. to consider from the several ones that\
can be constructed once the Sz for the left and right side of the\
chain have been chosen. For example, [2,0] => Wfnl,Wfn2 if the\








#This program does some necessary conversion in order to obtain the coeffi-





# Alpha and Beta contain information about the Wavefunctions spanned by Basis\
Info. Alpha and beta refers to the left and right side of the chain respec\ 10
tively. The first entry is the number of Wavefns in the space denoted by \
SpaceInfo[1] and the second entry is the number of components for any one\




#1) Identify which wavefns. form part of the present baseket.
fn1:=ceil(Bket[3]/beta[1]); 20
fn2:='mod'(Bket[3]+beta[1]-1,beta[1])+1;
#2) Constructing an array containing the coefficients for the productket that\
form the baseket. If CftSwitch is on it means that only one coefficient\




















#This program construct the Hamiltonian matrix representation for an openchain
#with nearest neighbor Heisenberg coupling using Renormalization Group. It in-
#vokes the NewElementaryvectorsHl.ms procedure in order to construct all the
# wavefns which span the Subspace Sz=O, to serve as the basis for the Hamilton-
# ian Matrix. New procedures are faster and require less memory because they
#take into account the fact that a ket and the ket that result from taking in
#version through the origin have simmilar properties. This version writes all
#the relevant information for the construction of the Hamiltonian matrix into
#Matrix.dat .\
New version uses some simplifications in order to speed up the calculations. 10
FxLHamiltonianExp:=proc(Left,Right) #Number of particles in (L/R) blocks.
local R,j,k,i,m,L1,Coef,RefBasislndex,RefBaseket,L,cntr,Ktemp,Mxelemt,n,\
z,St,RefBaseket2,Trk,st2,Partition,Fraction,cct,Ctemp,switch,limit,\






St:=cat('Constructing RGHamiltonianMx for N ',Nt);
# ***********************************************************\
Calculations for the ProductBasis Dimension.
n:=Nt*Spin+ (1/2) *('mod'(2*Spin,2)*'mod'(Nt,2)): #n is just a parameter.
ProdBasisDim:=O;

























for j to NumofBasekets do
unassign('Basket ');
cntr:=0;




st2:=cat(task, ' % of calculations performedi);
print(st2);
fi;
RefBasisIndex:=Baseket[j] [1]; #ReferenceBasis index.
if RefBasisIndex <> CWBasis then 70
ReferenceBasis:=RefB[RefBasisIndex]; #A ctual ReferenceBasis.
Li: =nops (convert (ReferenceBasis,list)) -1;
Ctl:=tableo; #Place holder for wavevector identity(Hamiltonian Action).
Ct2:=tableo; #Place holder for corresponding Coefficient.





for k to LI do
RefBaseket:=ReferenceBasis[k+1];






#Action of Heisenberg Hamiltonian.\
H=Sum(Sz(i)*Sz(j) + 1/2(Raising/Lowering +Lowering/Raising)).
#1) Sz action.
Trk:=0;
for i to (Nt)-1 do
Trk:=Trk+Ket[i]*Ket[i+1];
od;
if Trk<>0 then #Store the action of Hamiltonian in variable Ct. 100
#Search routine
221












Ct2[cntr]:=Basket [abs(ReferenceBasis[i]) *(k-1) +z]*\
Trk* (Coef ^ 2);
fi;
fi;
#2) Raising/Lowering action. 120
switch:='off';
for m to (Nt-1) do
Ktemp:=array(sparse,1..L);
for i to L do
Ktemp[i]:=Ket[i];
od;









for i to nops(convert(Cti,list)) do
















#3) Lowering/ Raising action.
switch:='off';
for m to (Nt-1) do 160
Ktemp:=array(sparse,1. .L);
for i to L do
Ktemp[i]:=Ket[i];
od;




Mxelemt:=1/2*(R- (Coef*Ket[m] - 1)* (Coef*Ket[m])) (1/2);
Mxelemt: =Mxelemt* (R- (Coef*Ket[m+ 11+1)*\ 170
(Coef*Ket[m+ 1])) (1/2);
Mxelemt:=Mxelemt*Basket[abs(ReferenceBasis[1]) *(k-1) +z];






















#4) After computing all the matrix element of row j, and stored them\








for m to limit2 do

















print('All the relevant information for the construction of OCHamiltonianMx.'); 230
print('using renormalization group has been stored in Matrix.dat. Use FxLRG-');
print('ImportHmltn w/in Matlab in order to diagonalize the Hamiltonian mtx.');
print ( '*************************************************************** ;
if SaveSwitch='on' then
print('FYI: The Basis has been stored in a suitable filename given by WBN-Sp');
print('(N is the Number of particles in the chain and Sp refers to their Spin.) ');
print('This file contains information about the Basekets which constitute the');
print('Basis for the Hamiltonian constructed using RenormalizationGroup. '); 240
print('The first entry refers to ReferenceBasis, the second entry refers to ');
print('Basislnfomartion and the last entry refers to the actual wavefns.');
print('related to the Basis under consideration. ReferenceBasis and Basis-');
print('Information are extra files that were created in order to optimize ');
print('the storage of information and the efficiency of the RGHamiltonian');
print('program. Make sure to save them into disk if you want to have this');
print('information available for future usei);
print('**********************
fi; 250
print('Program execution has been halted. You can proceed with the execution');
print('of this program only after the diagonalization has been performed.');
print(' ');
St:=readstat(' > Are you ready to continue program execution? ');
if St='y' or St='Yes' or St='Y' or St='yes' or St='YES' then
lprint(' > Resuming Program executioni);
FxLGroundStateC(;
else 260
print('Continuation of Program execution has been aborted i);
print('Some calculations may still be performed but expect errors to occuri);
fi;
224




#This procedure computes the Matrix elements for the Hamiltonian once












for E from j to (Invlimit+ZeroKet) do #Takes hermiticity into account.
ctr:=Ctr; 20





if CBasis=Baseket[E][1] and Switch='off' then
next; #Exit if there is no match in currrent baseket.
else
Inx:=O;






for k to nops([indices(ReferenceBasis)]) -1 do
RefBaseket:=ReferenceBasis[k+1];
for z to abs(ReferenceBasis[1]) do 40
RefBaseket2:=RefBaseket+z*P-P;
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#Projection onto Inverted kets which are missing!
ctr:=Ctr;
CBasis:=O;
for E to Invlimit do
ctr:=Ctr;
#Inner product.















for k to nops( [indices(ReferenceBasis)]) -1 do
RefBaseket:=ProdBasisDim-ReferenceBasis[k+i]+1;
226
for z to abs(ReferenceBasis[1]) do
RefBaseket2:=RefBaseket+z*P-P;





























#Construction of the Groundstate Wavefunction. for The Open ChainHamiltonian
#Constructed using Renormalization Group and Diagonalized in Matlab.
#Conversion to product basis.
FxLGroundStateC:=proc()


















for k to nops([indices(ReferenceBasis)])-1 do
RefBaseket:=ReferenceBasis[k+1];
for z to abs(ReferenceBasis[1]) do
RefBaseket2:=Refflaseket+z*P -P; #Actual productket.
Groundstate[RefBaseket2]:=Groundstate[RefBaseket2l+\















for k to nops([indices(ReferenceBasis)])-1 do
RefBaseket:=ReferenceBasis[k+1];
RefBaseketInv:=ProdBasisDim-RefBaseket+1;
for z to abs(ReferenceBasis[1]) do
RefBaseketII:=RefBaseketlnv+z*(-P)+P; #Actual productket.
Groundstate[RefBaseketII]:=Groundstate[RefBaseketII] +\





#Take into account Kets that do not have Inversion.



















for k to nops([indices(ReferenceBasis)])-1 do
RefBaseket:=ReferenceBasis[k+1];
for z to abs(ReferenceBasis[l]) do
RefBaseket2:=RefBaseket+z*P -P; #Actual productket.
Groundstate[RefBaseket2]:=Groundstate[RefBaseket2]+\











#This program computes all the necessary reduced Density matrices
#for the construction of the Hamiltonian for any spin using
#Renormalization group. The Matrix representations are stored in
#files to be diagonalized using Matlab.
#In this new version the parameter M refers to the number of sites at which






print(printf('%d ',M));#M is just the number of particles in Reduced Chain.
writeto(terminal);
St:=cat('Construction of the Reduced Density Matrices for an OpenChain of ',\
N,' particles.');
print(St);

















for j to L do
Sz:=M*Spin*(2^P) - (j-1)*2^P:
























Initialvalue:=array(1..Lim); #The entries of this array identify the\
kets that will be necessary for calc of\
the matrix elements of RedDensityMxs.






Initialvalue[k]:=Value; #Once the the value of first ket has been\
obtained the values of all other kets can\
be found using simple arithmetic. This \
reduces the amount of matrx manipulation needed.
od;
80
for k to Lim do
alpha:=Initialvalue[k];
















#This section write out to a file (in matlab format) the RedDmx.
format:=' %10.16g';





for m to Lim do
Hmx:=RedDmx[m,1];












print('All the relevant Matrices have been stored in files labelled as
St:=cat('RedDmx.Sz (Sz = particular subspace.) Use FxLWavefnSelection',Ext);
print('St');
print('procedure w/in Matlab to find all the Wavevectors which will be kept');
print('in the construction of the OpenChainHamiltonian using Renormalization');print('Groups
print(********************************')
end:
Distribution:=proc(n,b,k) #b=number of cells, n=number of particles,














#This program creates all basis needed for the construction of the
#Open Chain Hamiltonian using Renormalization group. This is a new
#version which applies to any spin. It uses the information about the
























#Reading Data for Right side of Chain.\
Since there is not file containing information for N=1 it has to be\
constructed before one can proceed.
if Right=1 then
x:=ceil(L/2); #Length of array that will contain the possible
SpacesR:=array(1..x); #subspaces for one particle Hilbert Space.





#*********** ** ** * ************ ** *****
for j to nops(SpacesR) do











SpacesR: =readdata('file',2): #Informaton about what Sz subspaces the
#selected wavevectors belong to and how 60
#many in each subspace.
#Selected Wavevectors for Right side of Chain:\
Construction of Table containing the selected wavevectors indexed as\
Wavevector[Sz,j] where Sz= Sz subspace that vector belongs to and j=\
its number w/in this subspace.
file: =cat('Wavefunctions.',Right);
for j to nops(SpacesR) do





InitializationReading(file); #This is necessary in order to close the\
file.




#SpaceInfo first entry is the number of wavefns for a particular Sz space.\
The second entry is the number of components for any one of those Wavefns.
fi;
#Reading Data for Left side of Chain.
if Left=1 then
x:=ceil(L/2); #Length of array that will contain the possible
SpacesLft:=array(1..x); #subspaces for one particle Hilbert Space.




#****** ** ****** **** ********* *******
for j to nops(SpacesLft) do









#***** **** ** ***** ********** *****
else
file:=cat('Spaces.',Left);
SpacesLft:=readdata('file',2): #Informaton about what Sz subspaces the 110
#selected wavevectors belong to and how
#many in each subspace.
#Selected Wavevectors for Left side of Chain:
file:=cat('Wavefunctions.',Left);
#InitializationReading(file); #This reading ensures that file reading\
starts at the very beginning of file.
WavevectsLft:=tableo;
for j to nops(SpacesLft) do
for k to floor(SpacesLft[j][2]) do 120




InitializationReading(file); #This is necessary in order to close
#the file.
for j to nops(SpacesLft) do
x:=floor(SpacesLft[j] [1]);




#1) Deletion of files that are not longer needed.
print('Do you wish to delete all the files that are no longer needed ');
Del:=readstat(' (Szvalues,System-info) ? ');




print('Do you want to save all relevant information into files for future use? ');
Ans:=readstat(' (ElementaryBasis,ReferenceBasis ,Basekets) ');
if Ans='yes' or Ans='Yes' or Ans='y' or Ans='Y' or Ans='YES' then
Saveswitch:='on';
fi;











#3) Construction of array containing the Sz for the left block, right block\






for j to nops(SpacesLft) do
L 1:=floor(SpacesLft[j] [2]); 170
if j=ceil((nops(SpacesLft)/2)) + 1 then








for k to limit do
Wtemp[2]:=Szmiddle[k];
#Calculation of total number of possible wavefns. for middle
#Site.b=number of cells, n=number of particles,





for i from 0 to floor(n/(max+1)) do




for i to nops(SpacesR) do 200















#4) Save all necessary data for the Basis into a file.
if Saveswitch='on' then
if system('Is ReferenceBasis')=0 then
system('rm ReferenceBasis');
fi; 220








for j to cntr do 230
save RefBU],Wfnx;









#The conversion routine convert to the actual wavefunction. Ex.\






#Identify the wavefns. consistent with (Vector) that will be fused together\
to form the wavefns for the whole chain. Ex [2,0,-2] => W1*U3*W2, W1*U1*W2,\
... etc. C[1],C[2],and C[3] are coefficients that identify which wavefns to\
be included for the left site, middle site and right site of the chain. But\
236
any one wavefn. may have several components like, for instance, Wi might be\ 260
=[ [x,a],[y,b] ], where x and y identify the product vector (for ex. if n=2,\
x=1 might be [+ -],) and a and b are the corresponding coefficients.There\
fore, the number of componets and the components themselves have to be id\
entified plus a whole bunch of coefficients for each wavefn. and its compon\
ents. Basekets represents the Basis. Its first element refers to a referen\
ce Basis (RefB, this is done in this way b/c it requires less memory and \
less computational work), the second and their entries correspond to informa\
tion necessary in order to obtain the appropiate coefficients of its compon\
ent productkets.
270





#Obtain the negative primary basis:\
It is observed that the wavefns belonging to say [2,0,-2] can be easily\
obtained from those of [-2,0,2]. This facilitates and speeds up calcul-\
ations. However in this new version the negative basis will not be consid\ 280
ered because they have been found to be unnecessary in order to construct\
the Hamiltonian mx. representation. Once the Hamltonian action on a basis\
have been found, it is easy to write the action for the negative of this \
basis and that is why negative basis are being avoided altogether.







#Construction of first reference Basis.











for k to X1 do
GBasis2 (Left,Spin,k,Vector[1]); 310












for m to L1*L3 do
NumofBasekets:=NumofBasekets+1;
Baseket[NumofBasekets]:=[cntr, ElmtBasisInx, m];
#m identifies which wavefn. to consider from the several ones that\
can be constructed once the Sz for the left and right side of the\
chain have been chosen. For example, [2,0] => Wfnl,Wfn2 if the\
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